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Abstract 
Managing complexity in software ngineering involves modularisation, grouping design objects 
into modules, subsystems, etc. This gives rise to new design objects with new 'use relations'. 
The lower-level design objects relate to these in a 'part-of' relation. But how do 'use relations' at 
different levels of the 'part-of hierarchy' relate? We formalise our knowledge on uses and part-of 
relations, looking for mathematical l ws about relations and partitions. A central role is played 
by an operator/. For a 'uses' relation r on a set of objects X and a partitioning into modules 
viewed as an equivalence 0, we form a relation r/O on the set X/O. We adopt an axiomatic point 
of view and investigate a variety of models, corresponding to different abstraction mechanisms 
and different ways of relating high- and low-level uses relations. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Relation algebra; Partitioning; Software engineering; Galois connections; 
Modularisation 
I. Introduction 
Software architecture is an important opic in software engineering practice and re- 
search [7]. Part of it concerns managing the complexity of  system descriptions (such as 
source code). This complexity arises from the huge number of design objects and, more 
importantly, their 'use relations'. Example design objects are functions, procedures and 
variables; an example use relation is a call graph. One way to manage complexity 
is modularisation: grouping functions into modules, components, subsystems, etc. This 
gives rise to a new category of  design objects with new 'use relations', where the 
lower-level design objects relate to these in a 'part-of '  relation. The fundamental ques- 
tion is now: how do 'use relations' at different levels of  the 'part-of hierarchy' relate? 
This question is important in various stages of  the software development process. In 
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'forward architecting', higher-level design objects are defined together with their use 
relations, and these form constraints that (later in the development process) lower-level 
design objects and their relations hould satisfy. In 'reverse architecting', one starts with 
the lower-level design objects and their use relations (extracting this from the code), 
and attempts to find the part-of relations and higher-level use relations [21, 18, 9]. These 
two approaches can be combined: architects define the higher-level, soft-ware ngineers 
implement the lower level, and tools can check whether the implementation satisfies 
the architecture. 
In order to do so, we must first formalise our knowledge on uses and part-of relations. 
The paper presents a collection of mathematical laws about relations and partitions. 
A central role is played by an operator/, such that for a 'uses' relation r on a set of 
objects X and a partitioning into modules viewed as an equivalence 0, we can form a 
relation rio on the set X/O. We start from relation algebra [24, 1 ], which is specialised 
into an algebraic theory about 'uses' and 'part-of' relations, which we call Relation 
Partition Algebra. 
Our motivation is in SW but the concepts apply to document and hypermedia struc- 
tures (the web), design of printed circuit boards and integrated circuits, geographic 
information systems [25], hierarchical organisations, etc. The present paper focuses on 
certain mathematical spects and a limited number of SW examples; more practical 
aspects and experiences of our own applications can be found in [15, 16, 13]. 
2. Plan of the work 
By way of preparation for a clear presentation of the main purpose of this paper and 
the plan of the work, we give an example first. It shows the related 'uses' relations at 
distinct levels. Next we devote one section to the main abstraction mechanisms, o in 
the third section we can give an overview of the paper. 
2.1. Example 
The example is about procedures and modules. Assume a set X of procedures given 
as X = {Po, Pl . . . . .  P7}. Assume a module structure which partitions the set of proce- 
dures into three disjoint subsets. This gives rise to an equivalence relation 0 on X if 
we say that piOpj whenever the Pi and pj are in the same module. There is a one-one 
mapping between the set of module names {gu±, cnt r l ,  db} in Fig. 1 and the set of 
equivalence classes 7(/0. There is a 'uses' relation r on X, with the intuition that pirpj 
whenever the code of pi contains a call to pj. For example, the procedure p0 uses 
pl and P2. Now the relation r can be lifted to the module level, which yields a new 
relation R according to the rule that mRm' whenever there is a procedure pi in module 
m and a procedure pj in m ~ such that pirpj. The lifted relation R derived from the 
uses relation r of Fig. 1 is shown by the boldface arrows. We denote the relation R 
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Fig. 1. 'Uses' relation  procedures partitioned into modules. 
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thus obtained by r/O. The notation is chosen analogous to the usual X/O which denotes 
the partition itself, i.e. the set of equivalence classes. 
Many requirements hat apply to software architectures can be expressed as state- 
ments of containment between relations or combinations thereof (expressed by operators 
such as U, n and o). This kind of containment s atement arises, for example, in connec- 
tion with modular programming languages and specification languages. Such languages 
have constructs to establish an 'imports' relation R between modules. Then there is a 
rule that the 'uses' relation r on procedures i restricted to 'uses' pairs such that the 
corresponding module pair is in R, with the exception that use within the same module 
is unrestricted. The rule can be expressed as the containment s atement r/0C_ (RUI)  
where I denotes the relation {(Pi, Pi)lPi EX}. 
Since many architectural properties are expressible as containment statements and 
since quotient-set formation with lifting is an important abstraction mechanism, we 
ought to study the interaction of containment and abstraction. An example interaction 
is that lifting is monotonic with respect o containment: rl C_ r2 implies rl/O C_ r2/O. 
2.2. Abstraction 
Although making the transition from a set X to a quotient set X/O together with 
lifting the relations on X by means of the lifting operator / is important, it is not the 
only abstraction mechanism. There are variations and alternatives: 
• Variations of the liftin 9 operator: We define r/vO as the relation containing those 
pairs of classes (ct, c2) for which all elements of cl are related by r to all elements 
of c2 (the other items below are alternative abstraction mechanisms). 
• Alternative representations of the quotient-set X/O: These are obtained by introduc- 
ing a set of flesh objects (module names) together with a total mapping @ from X 
onto this set of flesh objects. This defines an equivalence 0 as {(x, y) [ ~9(x) = ~b(y)}. 
We call such a qJ a 'part-of' relation. 
• Subsetting: The transition from a set X to a subset X\Y.  For Y C_X we call Y the 
'removal set'. Although this second mechanism is not as sophisticated as quotient- 
set formation, it is used in practice by software architects and developers to have at 
least some kind of overview of a set of design objects which is too large for being 
overviewed as a whole. Obviously, a relation r on X is 'lifted' to the relation r~ on 
X\Y  defined by r' = {(x, y) E r [x ~ Y, y ~ Y}. 
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• Constrained equivalences: This occurs in connection with nested scopes, like proce- 
dures in Pascal or inner classes in Java. The scope rules restrict he 'uses' relation 
between procedures (classes): a local procedure is only locally available. This is a 
special case of an  equivalence relation 0: each procedure together with its locals 
forms an equivalence class. We have to take the 'uses' relation into account and 
consider only those equivalence r lations which respect he 'uses' relation ('respect' 
in the sense of a special containment s atement, o be made precise later). 
• 'Local-of' definition: This is similar to the mechanism of the previous item, but 
in a nested fashion. This poses some further complications, but also reveals a most 
elegant and interesting way of exploiting the concept of transitive reduction to define 
'finest common coarsenings' and 'coarsest common refinements'. 
2.3. Overview 
The main purpose of the present paper is to investigate the interaction between con- 
tainment and abstraction for the above-mentioned abstraction mechanisms and lifting 
operators from an algebraic point of view and in a systematic way. Here, 'in a system- 
atic way' means to study a number of properties (i.e. signatures and laws) which are 
common to the various mechanisms. We call these commonalities Relation Partition 
Algebra (RPA); the term 'partition' is used as a neutral term for the various basic 
abstractions: equivalence relation, 'part-of' relation, removal-set, etc. 
The plan of the work is as follows. After a section with preliminaries (Section 3) we 
first study the main abstraction mechanism (quotient-set formation) together with the 
main lifting operator/. It is convenient to deal with the other lifting operator/~ right 
away, since the two operators are closely related (they are dual). This is the subject 
of Section 4. 
Mechanisms for combining equivalence relations are important if one wants to con- 
sider multiple views upon a given system. Such mechanisms are studied in Section 5. 
Next, we present he signatures and laws which are common to the various mecha- 
nisms, as discussed above (RPA). The laws must be presented in a many-sorted setting 
and some of the operators are overloaded and/or polymorphic. This calls for a certain 
rigour in the presentation and therefore we organise the signatures and laws as a classi- 
cal algebraic specification. This algebraic approach is analogous to Process Algebra [5] 
(concerning communicating processes) and Module Algebra [4] (concerning specifica- 
tion modules). But we do not push the approach as far as the axiomatic method since 
we have no notion of completeness and we do not aim at surveying all models. The 
algebraic specification is a precise and orderly way of factoring out some common sig- 
natures and laws. It also provides a framework for organising and comparing a wealth 
of definitions, lemmas and theorems. The algebraic specification of RPA is the subject 
of Section 6. 
After that we investigate several more models (abstraction and lifting mechanisms), 
interpreting the signatures and verifying the laws of RPA. The main models are: 
quotient-set formation and lifting with / (Section 7), constrained quotient set formation 
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(Section 8), and ' local-of'  definition (Section 9). Three other models are discussed in a 
much more condensed form: subsetting (Section 11 ), quotient-set formation and lifting 
with /~ (Section 10), and 'part-of'  definition with lifting similar to /0 (Section 12). 
Finally, Section 13 presents some conclusions. 
3. Preliminaries 
For a survey on the theory of relations we refer to [24]. We employ the following 
notations: !3 for the empty set, U for union, N for intersection, \ for set difference, and 
] ] for cardinality. In the sequel, let X, Y be sets. A binary relation from X to Y is a 
subset of the Cartesian product X × Y. If  no confusion can arise, we omit the adjective 
'binary'. We use infix notation, writing xRy for (x, y) E R. We define that Ix c_ X × X 
is the relation {(x,x) l xEX} and Ux is X ×X.  I fX  is clear we write just I and U 
instead of ( r  and Ux. 
For R CA" × Y define its converse, or transpose, by R I = {(x ,y ) ] (y ,x )ER},  and its 
complement by R= {(x,y) E (X x Y) [ (x ,y )  qfR}. So i fX  = Y then RUR= U. Warn- 
ing: when using the notation R for complement, he universes X and Y must be clear. 
Note that we have the following algebraic laws: 1-1 - - I ,  R C3R = 0, (R -1 ) i =R,  ~=R,  
and(~) - l=R- f .  And a l so~=U,U=0 and U I=U ( fo rX=Y) .  
Let RC_XxY .  For xEX and yEY  we define R.y :={xEX[xRy} and x.R:= 
{yE YlxRy}.  We call R.y the left image of y with respect to R and x.R the right 
imaye of x with respect to R. We can also take the left and right images of a set 
with respect to R. For X '  C_X and Y~ c Y define: R.Y ~ := {x EX [ 3y E Y ' .xRy} and 
X'.R := {y E Y IBx EX ' .xRy}.  
Similar to the well-known function composition, we have relational composition. Let 
RI C X × Y and R2 C_ Y × Z. Then the composition of R1 and R2 is R2 oR1 = {(x,z) [ 
By E Y.xR ~ y/~ yR2z}. The following algebraic laws hold: (RI  o R 2 ) o R 3 = R I o (R2 o R 3 ), 
I o R = R o I = R. There is an operation which is dual with respect o o. We denote it 
by n, defining R2[]RI = {(x,z) lVy E Y .xR lyV  yR2z}. The duality is clearly shown if 
we note that x( R 2 o R l )z e* x. R l N R 2 .z ¢ (~ and that x( R 2 [] R i )z e* x.R l U R 2 . z = Y. This 
means that o and [] are related by a DeMorgan type of law, viz., R2 oR1 =RzDRI. 
Relational composition is associative and I is its neutral element. This allows us to 
omit brackets in expressions with 0 and to use exponentiation (powers): for R C_X × X 
we write R n for RoRo. . .  oR (n times), putting R ° := I .  It also works negative expo- 
nents: take R-"  := (R l)n (n >0).  Clearly, Rmo R"= R m+n for m × n >~0. For a relation 
R C_X × X we have R* := U,E~ Rn and R + :=R* oR. The former is called the reflexive 
transitive closure of R the latter the transitive closure of R. A relation R C X × X is 
cyclic if R + N I ~ ~ and it is cycle-free if R + A I = ~3. A relation R has a cycle of 
length n (n>0)  i fR"n I¢O.  
As usual, we write dom(R) and ran(R) for the domain and the ranye of R. They 
are defined by dom(R) := {x EX[  By E Y.xRy} and ran(R):= {y E Y I Bx EX.xRy}.  
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• R C_X x X is called: reflexive if Vx EX.xRx (algebraically: I C_R), 
• transitive if Vx, y, z E X. xRy A yRz ~ xRz (R 2 C_ R), 
• symmetric if Vx, y E X.xRy ~ yRx (R C_ R-  1 ). 
A relation R C_ X x X is a partial orderin9 if it is reflexive, transitive, and antisym- 
metric; a symbol like __ is appropriate. A relation R _C X x X is an equivalence relation 
if it is reflexive, transitive, and symmetric. We use 0, ~/ and ~ as typical equivalence 
relations instead of the more general R or r. A relation R is atransitive if it satisfies 
Vn > 1. R n N R = !3. We need the property of  'functionality': it is functional if for each x 
there is at most one y such that xRy. 
Remark 3.1. Functionality has an algebraic formulation: R is functional iff (R o R -1 ) 
Cir.  We also mention the opposite law: dom(R)=X iff (R - t  oR)D_lx. 
4. Quotient set formation and rifting 
I f  we have a set X with an equivalence 0 C X x X we can form the quotient set 
X/O as follows. For xEX define [x ]o={yEXlyOx }. Note that for x, yEX either 
[x]o = [Y]o or [x]o A [Y]o = 0. Then define X/O = {[x]0 Ix E X}. So X/O is a set of  disjoint 
non-empty subsets of  X such that its union is X, i.e. it is a partition of  X. Each x is 
contained in the same subset as all other elements y for which xOy. A subset [x]o is 
called a class. 
Partitions can be generalised to 'nested' partitions, or alternatively, E-trees. This idea 
is worked out in [17] but due to space limitations we do not address it here. 
4.1. Lifting 
I f  X carries another elation r C_ X x X, we would like to form a kind of  quotient 
relation rio on the quotient set X/O. This can be done without problems if 0 and r are 
compatible in some very strong sense (in [8, E.R.25.9] this is done for the case that 
r is an equivalence). For the general case however we distinguish several variations 
of  the idea of a quotient relation r/O, which we denote by symbols like r/30 and r/v O. 
We call them 'lifting' operators because in many applications we think of  X/O as a 
set that is hierarchically at a higher level than X is. We call /3, sometimes written as 
/, existential liftin9 and we call/v universal ifting. The idea is that r/30 relates even 
weakly coupled classes, whereas r/~ 0 relates only strongly coupled classes. 
Definition 4.1. Consider a set X together with a relation r _cX × X and an equivalence 
OC_X ×X. Define the relations r/30 and r/vO on X/O: 
• r/30 :={(Ix]0, [y]o)[xry}, 
• r/vO := {([x]0, [y]o)lVx' E [x]o .Vy' E [Y]o .x'ry}. 
Equivalently, we can write r/30 : = { (cl, c2 ) I S x E C l. 3 y E c2" xry } and r/v 0 := { (ci, c: ) I 
Vx E cl .Vy E c2 .xry} where Cl and ca are classes of X/O; see Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The two ways of lifting a relation r on a set X. 
The following lemma tells us that both/30 and/v 0 are monotonic, and that r~ 30 and 
r/v 0 are related by DeMorgan-type laws. 
Lemma 4.2. For 0 C_ X × X an equivalence and rl, r2, r C_ X × X, 
• rl D_r2=C'(rl/30)D_(r2/30), 
• rl S)r2=~(rlLO)~_(r2LO), 
• rGO=~/vO, 
• r/~ODr/vO. 
Proof. Directly from the definitions. [] 
4.2. Lowering 
Now we investigate a kind of inverse of both 'lifting' operations /30 and /v0. We 
start from a binary relation on the set of blocks into which 0 partitions X. From this 
we derive a 'lowered' relation on X. 
Definition 4.3. Consider a set X and an equivalence relation 0 c_ X x X. Let R C_ (X/O) × 
(X/O). Define the binary relation R • 0 on X as follows: 
Vx, yEX.x (R  , O)y ¢* [x]oR[y]o 
The next lemma tells us that ,0 is monotonic. Note that it makes no sense to ask 
if • is monotonic in its second argument. 
Lemma 4.4. For 0 C_X × X an equivalence and RI,R2 C_ (X/O) × (X/O): 
R1 _D R2 ::~ (R1 * 0)_D (R2 * 0) 
Proof. Assume R1 _~ R2. Consider arbitrary x and y. Assume that x(R2 * O)y. We must 
show that x(Rt * O)y. By assumption, [x]oRE[Y]o. Because R1 _~R2, also [x]oRl[Y]o. 
This shows that x(R1 * O)y. [] 
We give some properties of ,0 in connection with /30 and/v0. Notably, R • 0 has 
the property that subsequent application of/30 and/v0 lead to the same result. 
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Lemma 4.5. Let O C X × X be an equivalence relation. I f  r C_X × X and R C_ (X/O) × 
(X/O), we have 
• (R*O)/~O=R, 
• (r/~O)*O~_r, 
• (R*O)/vO=R, 
• (r/vO)*OC_r. 
Proof. I fX  = 0, the lemma is trivial, so assume X ¢ 0. Only the details of the/j-related 
items are shown, the other go analogously. 
• Consider arbitrary cE and c2 EX/O; then cl((R*O)/~O)c2 iff 3xEc l  .3yEc2.x(R*O)y 
iff 3x Ecl • 3y E c2. [x]oR[y]o iff ~x E ct • 3y E c2. clRC2 iff clRC2. (of course c l¢  0 
and c_~ ~ 0). 
• Consider arbitrary x and y E X; then xry implies 3x E [x]0. By E [Y]0 .xry which 
holds iff [x]o(r/~ 0)[y]0 iff x((r/~ O) * O)y. [] 
The first and the third items of Lemma 4.5 are similar facts which hold true for both 
/3 and /~. This is one of the examples underlying our motivation for the formulation 
of RPA in Section 6, where we factor out several of such common laws for more than 
one model (/3 and/~ give rise to one model each). 
4.3. A Galois connection 
A Galois connection is said to exist if there are two sets, each with its own ordering, 
(P ,E )  and (Q,<)  say, and two functions f :P - - - ,Q  and g:Q---,P such that for all 
x E P and y E Q we find that f (x )  < y whenever x ~ g(Y). Galois connections have 
many interesting properties, next to numerous applications. We learned about them 
from [1, 12]; the proper historic references are [22, 23, 20, 11]. 
The (first part of the) following lemma tells that/3 0 and *0 form a Galois connection 
(Galois abstraction). The practical relevance of this is that checking a low-level relation 
r (as is) against a high-level relation R (as specified) can be done either at the high 
level (lifting r)  and at the low level (lowering R). 
Lemma 4.6. Let OC_X ×X be an equivalence relation. I f  rC  X ×X and RC_ (X/O) z 
(X/O), we have 
• (r/30)C_R~rC_ (R ,  0), 
• ( r£O)CR~rC(g ,o ) .  
Proof. For the first item: postponed (see Remark 12.4). Second item: easy. [] 
4.4. Lowering equivalences 
Often, when we study R ,  0, we start from an R with the intuition that it is a 
'uses' relation, but interesting things happen if we take for R a relation which is an 
equivalence itself (analogous to our usage of capital R for a relation to be lowered, 
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we use capital-eta here). The next lemma shows two results; after that we show that 
these are relevant for the study of repeated abstractions. 
Lemma 4.7. Let 0 C_X × X and H C_ (X/O) × (X/O) be equivalences. 
• H ,  0 is an equivalence, 
• let c E (X/O)/H, then {x ] 3d E c .x E d} E X/(H • 0), 
(where of course x EX and d EX/O). 
Proof. 
• We must show that H • 0 is reflexive, transitive and symmetric. We show symme- 
try only; reflexivity and transitivity go analogously. Let x(H • O)y, i.e. [x]oH[y]o. 
Because H is an equivalence, we have [y]oH[x]o, i.e. y(H,  O)x. 
• Without loss of generality we put c=[[y]o]H.  Then {x l3dEc .xEd}={x l  
3d E [[Y]o], .x E d} = (d must be some [z]o) {xl~z. [z]~) E [[Y]o], Ax E [z]o} = 
{x ] 3z'[z]oH[y]o A xOz} = (note: xOz iff [z]o = [x]o) {x ] [x]oH[y]o } = {x I x(H*O)y} = 
[y]H,0 which is in X/(H • 0). [] 
Lemma4.8 .  Let OC_X xX  be an equivalence and let r=Ix,o * O. Then r is an 
equivalence relation. 
Proof. As a matter of fact, r=O, because XlOX 2 iff [xl]o=[x2]o iff [XI]OIx/o[X2]o, i.e. 
(by definition of *) Xl(Ix/o * O)x2, i.e. xlrx2. The proposition of this lemma is an 
immediate consequence of the first item of Lemma 4.7. [] 
4.5. Repeated lifting and relative lifting 
Next we study repeated abstractions and we look for an algebraic law of the form 
(r/O)/q . . . .  /... which will allow us to reduce two abstractions to a single abstraction. 
The algebraic law we are looking for will only hold if we consider the sets carrying 
the relations modulo isomorphism, as made precise in the following definition. 
Definition 4.9. For sets Xi and X2 carrying relations rl c_ Xl × )(i and r2 C )(2 X X2, 
respectively, we write rl ~r2  if there exists a function i :Xj--*X2 which is bijective 
and such that for all xl,x2 EXI, 
(xl,x2) E rl ¢~ (i(xl),i(x2)) E r2 
or, in other words, i is an isomorphism from (Xi, rl ) to (Xz, r2). 
For this (and the next) subsection, Fig. 3 is helpful. It explains lifting by q/O and 
• 0 by means of two diagrams. The left-hand side diagram shows several quotient sets 
derived from X, such as X/I, X/O, (X/O)/(q/O) and X/q. The arrows labeled with /I, 
/0, /01/0) and/q  denote the set-valued operations of quotient-set formation. But they 
also denote the corresponding relation-lifting. The arrows labeled i,j show a bijective 
mapping i and its inverse ( j ) ,  constructed in Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14. These bijections 
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~O~ ) 
X/l } ~  X 
Fig. 3. Relative and repeated lifting. 
play a role when comparing a relation r on X with a relation on X/I and when 
comparing a relation lifted to (X/O)/(~I/O) with the same relation when lifted to X/~l. 
The right-hand-side diagram shows the quotient sets X/O, (X/O)/~ and X/((  • 0). It also 
shows the bijective mapping i and its inverse ( j) ,  constructed in Lemma 4.10. This i 
plays a role when comparing a relation lifted towards (X/O)/( with the same relation 
when lifted towards X/(~ • 0). 
Next we study the relations on the sets (X/O)/~I and X/(~I * 0). Note that (X/O)/rl is 
a set of  sets of  subsets of X, whereas X/(~I* O) is a set of subsets of X. Therefore, we 
cannot compare a relation on the former set with a relation on the latter set directly, 
but we can compare them via an isomorphism i, given by i (c)= UdE~ d. 
Lemma 4.10. Let OCX ×X 
alence too. I f  r C_ X × X, then 
be an equivalence and let t 1 c_ (X/O) × (X/O) be an equiv- 
(riO)it 1 ~- rl(rl * 0). 
Proof. The bijective mapping from (X/O)/t 7 to X/(~l * O) is i : c ~ UdEc d, i.e. i(c) = 
(x 1 3d E c.x E d} (by Lemma 4.7, i(c) E X/(rl * 0)). This i is injective: let i(cl ) -- i(c2), 
i.e. Ud~c~ d = UdEc2 d which can only occur if Cl -- c2, because for Cl ¢ c2 (recall that 
the ci are classes in (X/O/q), each dl ECl, say dl =[Xl]O is disjoint with respect to 
any d2 E c2, say d2 = [x2]o. This is because the di are  disjoint (they partition X),  
whereas the case dl ---- d2 cannot occur since cl and c2 are disjoint (they partition X/O). 
Therefore i is injective. 
Moreover, i is surjective ( 'onto') ,  because each class k EX/(rl * O) equals i(c) for 
some c. To show this, take an arbitrary element y Ek (noting k ¢ 0), then there is a 
unique dEX/O with xEd and a unique c E (X/O)/~I such that dec ,  and then for this 
c it can be checked that i (c)= k. 
That i is homomorphic is (cl, c2) E (r/O)/~ <=~ (i(cl), i(c2)) E r/(rl * O) which holds 
iff 3dl E c1" 3d2 E c2' (dl, d2) E (riO) ¢e, 3x E i(cl ). 3y E i(c2)" (x, y)  E r where i(cl ) and 
i(c2) are classes of X/(~I * 0). This holds iff 3dl E cl • 3d2 E c2.3x E dl • 3y E d2 .xry <:~ 
3x E UdEc~ d .3y  E UdEc2 d.xry where dl, d2 are classes of riO. This is the same 
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as 3dl E cl . 3d2 E c2 . 3x E dl " 3y E d2 .xry ce~ 3x3dl E cl "x E dl A 3y.  3d2 E c2 .x E d2 A 
xry (permute quantifiers). So i is homomorphic. [] 
Remark. Using /v instead of/3, we find that (r/vO)/vrl-~r/v(7 * O) also holds (proof 
analogous to Lemma 4.10). 
Lemma 4.11. I f  0 C_X x X and ~ c_X/O × X/O are equivalences, then 0 C_ 7 * O. 
Proof. xOy ~ [x]o = [Y]o ~ [x]oT[Y]o ¢e~ x(q . O)y. [] 
Lemma 4.12. For equivalences 0,~ C_X × X such that 0 C_ rl, 01/0) * O= 7. 
Proof. (7/0) * O= {(c,d)  E (X/O) x (X/O) 13x E c. ~y E d .xqy}  • O= {(x', y ' )  l 3c, d E 
X/O.x I E c A yl E d A 3x E c. qy E d .x7y}  = {(x ~, J )  [x~Ox A JOy  Axqy} C_ (use 0 C_ r/) 
{(x ~, y' )  [x~rlx A J7Y  A x7y} = 7. For _D, see Lemma 4.5. [] 
Lemma 4.13. Let r C_X × Y an arbitrary relation. Then r/31x ~-r. 
Proof. Define i :X- -~X/ Ix by i :x H {x}, which is a bijection. It is homomorphic with 
respect o r/3Ix since xryc*{x}( r /3 Ix ){y  } by definition of/3. [] 
Lemma 4.14. For equivalences O, rlC_X xX  with 0C_7, it is easy to check that rl/O 
is an equivalence too. Now if  we consider an arbitrary relation r c_ X × X, r/7 ~- (r/O)/ 
(q/o). 
Proof. We give a calculational-style proof, starting at the right-hand side: 
(r/O)/01/O) 
------- {Lemma 4.10, 7/0 an equivalence} 
r / ( (7/0)  • 0) 
---- {Lemma 4.12, 0 C_ 1/} 
r/7. 
The key observation, of course, is that = implies ~. The proof constructs an iso- 
morphism, viz., the isomorphism of Lemma 4.10. Fig. 4 illustrates Lemma 4.14. [] 
Pig. 4. Li ft ing a relation in one or in two steps, 
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4.6. Applications 
In this section we only give two examples of applications. For more examples we 
refer to [15, 16, 13]. 
Example 4.15 (Lifting and repeated lifting). Consider a large software system con- 
sisting of several thousand source files of C programs and a relation USeFi.Fi, based 
on the #5.nclude directives occurring in the source files. Now it is considered e- 
sirable that this large set of files is organised into what is called 'groups' (clusters, 
components), say 50 groups. This can be done by choosing an equivalence relation 
0 c File × File where File is the set of all files. Each equivalence class of File/0 is 
called a 'group' (in practice groups have names and 0 is represented by a 'part-of' 
relation which assigns a group-name to each file). Next it may be desirable to or- 
ganise the 50 groups into e.g. 10 'subsystems'. This can be done by choosing an 
equivalence relation q C_ Group x Group where Group = File/0. Now it is possible to 
calculate (by automated tools) the lifted uses relation uSear,(;r, on groups defined by 
USeGr.Gr = USeFi, Fi/0. This relation is smaller and hence more manageable than the orig- 
inal useFi,Fi. Lifting one step further yields usesu.su =use~r, Gr/t/, which is a relation 
on subsystems. It is possible to find out to which of the 10 subsystem a given file 
f belongs, viz. [[f]o],r But it is equally well possible to calculate ~1 * 0, which is 
an equivalence on files, whose partition contains 10 classes too. Also then its can be 
checked that f is a member of [f],l.0- [] 
Example 4.16 (Lowering). Assuming the terminology and definitions of the previ- 
ous example, assume that inspection of the relation USeGr, Gr reveals that the group 
gl uses the group g2, and that for some reason this fact is considered unwanted. So 
(gl,g2) E useGr.~r. Then it must be sorted out which files in gl use which files from 92, 
and each pair ( f l ,  f2)  thus found must be addressed to remove f2 from the #inc ludes  
of f l  (maybe with suitable modifications, or maybe the functions from f2 were not 
invoked after all). The sets of such pairs ( f l , f2 )  can be calculated by lowering. It is 
({(gl,02)} * 0) NUSeFi, Fi. 
5. Combination of partitions 
Equivalence relations are a useful representation for partitions and in this section we 
look at some mechanisms for combining partitions which are explained by expressing 
them as mechanisms for combining equivalence relations. 
Definition 5.1. Equivalences can be added and intersected if we define 
• 01 O02:=(01U02)*. 
• 01 n 02 :=(01 n02). 
Note that for equivalences (01 U 02)* is the same as (01 U 02)+. 
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Fig. 5. Two partitions for which 02 U 0t. 
Lemma 5.2. / f  01,02 are equivalences on X, then so are 01 @ 02, Oim 02. 
ProoL (01 U 02)* is reflexive and transitive because of the reflexive-transitive closure 
operator *; it is symmetric because both U and * preserve symmetry. 0~ I-1 02 is eas- 
ily seen to be reflexive and symmetric; to show transitivity, assume (x, y )E  (01 fl 02)A 
( y ,z  ) C ( Ol [-102 ). We must show (x,z ) E ( O1R 02 ). Clearly (x, y ) E Oi , (x, y ) E 02, 
(y,z)  E Oi, (y,z)  E 02. By transitivity of 01 we find (x,z) E 01 and similarly (x,z) E 02. 
Therefore (x,z)E(Ot n02), i.e. (x,z)E(Oi R02). D 
This ®, defines the finest common coarsening of the partitions induced by the corre- 
sponding equivalences, whereas I7 yields the coarsest common refinement. We motivate 
® as follows: in practical applications, there may be several criteria why certain design 
objects should be put together. When viewing the various criteria as partitions, or alter- 
natively, as equivalences 0i, then they can be combined with ® to get the equivalence 
which respects all criteria. Analogously, m applies to criteria for keeping certain design 
objects apart, to find the largest partition satisfying all criteria. 
Definition 5.3. Equivalences 0~ C_X × X and 0 2 C X N X can be compared if we define 
01 E02 • ¢:~Vx, y .xO ly~xO2y.  
So 0~ r 02 means that 01 'puts less elements together' than 02, as shown in Fig. 5. 
So 0t _U 02, means the same as 01 c_ 02 (plain old set inclusion); this is useful if we 
want to study concepts generalising 'equivalence' later, where 'C_' need not work. 
Example 5.4. Consider a system consisting of a given set X of procedures written in 
an imperative programming language; it is our task to find a partitioning of X into 
modules. We must find a 0 and then the set X/O is the proposed set of modules. There 
are two criteria demanding certain procedures to belong to the same module: 
• procedures which share variables must belong to the same module, 
• procedures which are mutually recursive must belong to the same module. 
There are two criteria that tell when procedures must not be in the same module: 
• procedures for different aspects of the system must be in distinct modules, 
• procedures written by different programmers must belong to distinct modules. 
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For example, in a telephony switching system, we associate one of the 'aspects' initial- 
isation, call-processing, recovery, or traffic-measurement to each procedure. The first 
criterion defines an equivalence th if we put: p111 q iff there is a variable v such that p 
reads or writes v and also q reads or writes v. The second criterion defines ~/2 if we put: 
prl2q iff p and q are mutually recursive. The third criterion defines (i if we put: P(lq iff 
aspect(p) = aspect(q). Finally, p(2q iff p and q are written by the same programmer. 
Now we may choose any modularisation 0 such that (r/1 @ r/2)E 0 E ((l to (2). 
In the above example, such 0 need not exist. In general, the criteria for putting 
objects together (Oi), may conflict with the criteria for keeping objects apart (the r/j). 
Their joint feasibility is given by the condition (~i rli E_ Rj(j. 
Lemma 5.5. 
• (01 @02)@03=01@(02@03) 
• 0@0=0 
• 01 @02 =02@01 
• 01 @(01R02)=O1 
• 0@I=0 
• O@U=U 
For equivalences 0, 01,02, 03, the following hoM: 
• (01to 02 )1-] 03 = 01R (02 R 03 ) 
• 0n0=0 
• 01 r ]02:02 r] 01 
• 01 ['7(01 @02)=01 
• ORI=I  
• OnU=O 
Proof. The above-mentioned properties amount o the fact that the set of all equiva- 
lences (partitions, 'part-of' relations) equipped with • and ~ forms a lattice. This is 
shown in [6, Chapter 9, Theorem 7, p. 272]. [] 
Birkhof calls this lattice the symmetric partition lattice H, of length n - 1 (where n 
is the size of X). n is the 'meet' and @ is the 'join'. In the characterisation f [6], it 
is a semimodular lattice. 
It is also possible to explain this lattice in terms of homomorphisms. In particular, 
for each pair (0,r/) such that 0_  t/, there is a unique mapping h:[x]o ~ [x]~ (it is 
homomorphic with respect o E). 
6. Relation partition algebra 
6.1. Introduction 
We define relation partition algebra (RPA) to be the study of algebraic systems 
whose carriers are sets of relations and sets of 'abstract' partitions. The idea is to give 
a collection of laws which hold for relations and partitions, as studied in Sections 4 
and 5, but to formulate them in such a way that they allow for a variety of models. 
This variety will include models where the set of partitions has various representations 
(a set of equivalences, or a set of 'part-of' mappings) or by a restricted set of partitions 
(partitions atisfying additional constraints), or even by a set of structures which are no 
partitions at all, but which still behave very similar. This notion of 'behaving similar' 
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is made precise by interpreting it as 'satisfying the same laws'. These other structures 
which are no partitions at all are quite non-trivial and we have to ask for the patience 
of the reader until Sections 8 and 9 where they will be worked out (they will include 
the kind of nested structures which can arise in e.g. Pascal where procedures can be 
local of other procedures). So, whereas relations are always interpreted as true mathe- 
matical relations, we will allow other things than real partitions when interpreting the 
laws. Therefore, we say that the laws of RPA are concerned with 'abstract partitions' 
rather than with true partitions. In the same way we shall present he lifting operator 
' / '  in a general setting, factoring out those laws which hold for a range of different 
interpretations of ' / ' ,  such as the/3 and/v of Section 4. 
We ought to motivate our choice of formulating RPA as an algebraic specification i  
a rigorous (formal) style. The main reason is that we want to formulate the main laws of 
RPA in such a way that the particular details of/3-lifting and of partitions are not hard- 
wired into the formulation of the laws. Formulating RPA as an algebraic specification 
creates the freedom to interpret the sorts (e.g. the sort Par[X] of abstract partitions over 
X)  and symbols (e.g. the symbol / of lifting) in any desired way, provided the laws 
are made true. This will allow us to avoid confusion when one operator plays distinct 
roles in different models. The approach also provides us with an elegant framework for 
studying a number of related phenomena, ll of which have applications in software 
structuring, but which would be difficult to get organised otherwise. 
Maybe the machinery of formal specification would be an overkill for the simple 
analogies between /3 and/v only. But there is another eason which forces us to be 
formal: equivalences (with /3) form one model but 'part-of' relations (with lifting 
similar to/3 ) form a model too. An equivalence 0 and a 'part-of' ~k are both relations 
and so we can use . ,  o etc. on them. But the abstract notion 'o' of applying one abstract 
partition after another must be implemented as 02 * 01 when using equivalences but 
it must be implemented as ~k2 o ~kl (concrete o) when using 'part-of' relations. There 
is a danger of confusion, which we avoid by the machinery of formal specification. 
A similar situation arises in connection with relative lifting (cf. Fig. 3) where we want 
to write '~/10' for the partition which, given 0, abstracts further to r/. 
For a given set called X, an RPA over this set is a many-sorted algebra with two 
kinds of carriers, whose elements are called relations and partitions. The given set is 
called the basis of the algebra. In order to have a rigorous type system, regulating the 
well-formedness of our equations, we shall define the signature of RPA[X] as a set of 
sorts, constants, and operations. Starting from the basis X, each partition on X gives 
rise to another sort denoted by X/p. It is not excluded that this X/p is taken as the 
basis for another RPA, denoted as RPA[X/p], and so on. 
There is a sort of relations Rel[X] and a sort of partitions Par[X]. We assume a 
sufficient number of constants cr0 x, cr x, cr x ... .  of sort Rel[X], in addition to special 
constant relations I and 0. We assume a sufficient number of constants x x x Cpo, cPl , cP2 .... 
next to the special partitions I and U of sort Par[X]. Our unary and binary operators 
A, U, 0, o, -1, + (transitive closure) and - -  on relations are polymorphic in the sense 
that they must work for each X. The same holds for ~ (finest common coarsening) 
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and rq (coarsest common refinement) on partitions. Therefore, we formally introduce 
one operator A x for each sort Rel[X], and similarly for U, D, etc. 
We need a / to lift a relation by a partition. Next to this / we also need an operator 
working on two partitions which yields their relative partition, but we avoided over- 
loading of ' / '  and decided to use the symbol '[' for the latter operator. The operators 
/ and [ are not only polymorphie, but the type of the result depends on one of the 
partition arguments (as another problem, we expect [ to be partial). The operators 
(the abstract form of , )  and o are also polymorphic and moreover they have a type 
dependency among their arguments. In order to cope with the polymorphism and the 
dependent types we formally introduce all these operators as unary operators like e.g. 
/Xp where p must be a partition such that p : Par[X]. 
The signature and laws are grouped into modules called REL[X], PAR[X], 
RPA[X, p]. They deal with relations, partitions, and the interplay between relations and 
partitions, respectively. The modules have parameters, as indicated. Moreover, there 
is a module PPA, which is about the interplay between partitions and partitions. We 
employed the COLD-1 (see [14]) type checker and verified the type-correctness of the 
equations. 
REL and PAR introduce the two main sorts, but REL is not treated with the same 
rigour as PAR, because we always interpret Rel[X] by normal relations, whereas Par[X] 
has different interpretations. RPA is concerned with lifting and lowering; it is the heart 
of the work. PPA is an extra module about repeated lifting and relative lifting. 
6.2. REL." relations 
We begin with the signature of the first module. We assume a module called BOOL 
which provides the two-valued sort Bool. Its specification is standard and therefore not 
included here. 
parameters 
X a non-empty set 
imports 
BOOL 
sorts 
Rel[X] 
constants 
¢)x :~  ReI[X] 
Ix :---+ Rel[X] 
cr x :~  Rel[X] (i C ~ ) 
operations 
N x : Rel[X] x Rel[X] ~ Rel[X] 
U x : Rel[X] x Rel[X] ~ Rel[X] 
o x : Rel[X] x Rel[X] --~ Rel[X] 
c~ x : Rel[X] x Rel[X] ~ Rel[X] 
-1 x : Rel[X] --~ Rel[X] 
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+" : REID(] + REID(] 
x 
- • RelD(] --+ Rel[X] 
C_ x : REID(] × REID(] ---+ Bool 
eval :RelD(] × X × X ---+ Bool 
We shall use prefix, infix and postfix notation as usual. If  no confusion can arise we 
sometimes omit superscripts or subscripts. 
For the relations we adopt (as an 'oracle')  all laws which are true in the theory of 
relations such as the Boolean-algebra l ws for U and N, 0. o and/x  form a monoid 
structure. [] is dual with respect o o, and r -~ introduces the 'transposition' structure. 
We show only a few of  the laws here (some of the U, n laws, monoid laws for o 
and I )  but the laws for [] and +, the transposition law for 1 and all laws connecting 
the powerset lattice structure with the monoid and transposition structures are assumed 
too. The inclusion C_ is definable as rl C r9 : +:> rl N r 2 = r l .  
variables 
r, rl, r2, r3 : Rel[X] 
equations 
0 C r 
c~ 
rl n rl : rl 
rl n r2  : r2nr l  
rl N (r 2 N r 3) = (rl n r2) n r3 
(rl N r2) U rl = rl 
r l  U rl = rl 
rl Ur2 : r2Ur l  
rl U ( r  2 U r3) = (rl tO r2) U r3 
(rl U r2) N rl = rl 
( r lo r2 )or3  = rl o ( r2or3)  
I o r=ro I  = r 
(R1) 
(R2) 
(R3) 
(R4) 
(RS) 
(R6) 
(R7) 
(R8) 
(R9) 
(R10) 
(R l l )  
(RI2)  
6.3. PAR:  par t i t ions  
For (abstract) partitions, we have special constants I x and U x and two operations 
and R. The analogy to Section 5 is obvious. 
parameters 
X a non-empty set 
imports 
BOOL 
sorts 
Par[X] 
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variables 
P, Pl, P2, P3 : Par[X] 
equations 
(Pl ®p2)OP3 = Pl @(p2OP3)  (P1) 
p@ p = p (P2) 
PLOP2 = P2®Pl  (P3) 
(P l fqPz )~P3 = P lm(P2RP3)  (P4) 
p~ p -- p (P5) 
P imP2 = P2mPl  (P6) 
P IO(P lmP2)  = Pl (P7) 
Pl R(p l  ~3p2) = Pl (PS) 
pOl  = p (P9) 
pe  U = U (P10) 
ph i  = I (P l l )  
pR  U = p (P12) 
The relation _ is definable as the partial order corresponding to this lattice structure: 
p _z q :¢, p • q -- p, or equivalently as p _E q :¢#, p ~ q = q. 
We shall study different models for P1-P12 in Sections 7-12. The model of 
Section 12 does not satisfy all of  P1 to P12. 
6.4. RPA:  lifting and lowering 
This module is about ' / ' ,  the key operation of  our theory. For r and p on X, the 
relation r /p  is a relation on X/p.  And ' , ' ,  which serves as an abstract version of  ,, 
is introduced here too. 
parameters 
X a non-empty set 
p : Par[X] 
constants 
I x :---~ Par[X] 
U x :--* Par[X] 
cp x :~  Par[X] (i E ~)  
operations 
@x. Par[X] x Par[X] ~ Par[X] 
n x : Par[X] × Par[X] --+ Par[X] 
_E x : Par[X] × Par[X] ~ Bool 
The laws below say that the set of  partitions on a set must form a lattice, where n is 
the 'meet' and • is the 'join'. The constants I and U must behave as extremals. 
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imports 
BOOL 
REL[X], 
PAR[X], 
REL[X/p], 
PAR[X/p], 
sorts 
X/p 
operations 
/Xp : Rel[X] ~ Rel[X/p] 
,X p . Rel[X/p] ---+ Rel[X] 
Law A1 below states that • is a pseudo-inverse of / (cf. Lemma 4.5, first .). Law A2 
is one-half of the Galois-connection property (cf. Lemma 4.6). Law A3 below shows 
a canonical way of finding the equivalence relation r corresponding to p, revealing the 
true nature of p (cf. Lemma 4.8). 
variables 
r : Rel[X], R "Rel[X/p] 
equations 
(R . p) /p  = R (A1) 
r C_ (R*p)~ (r/p) C_ R (A2) 
r= I*p  ~ I C r =r  -1 =r  + (A3) 
Actually, the conclusion of A3 is shorthand for the conjunction of three propositions, 
viz., 1 _c r, r - - r  -1, and r - l=  r + (whence r = r+). This is an equational way to say 
that r is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, or in other words, that it is an equivalence 
relation. Please note that I is overloaded: the first 1 in A3 is of type Rel[X/p] and the 
second I is of type Rel[X]. The operation • distributes as follows: 
equations 
0*p=0 (S1) 
I C_l . p ($2) 
~.p=~ (s3) 
(Ri UR2) * p = (RI * p) U (R2 * p) ($4) 
(RI NR2) * p = (Rl * p) N (R2 * p) ($5) 
(R - I  )*  p = (R* p ) - I  ($6) 
(RI oR2)* p = (Rj * p )o (R2  * p )  ($7) 
Note that I is overloaded again: the first I in $2 is of type REL[X] and the second I
in $2 is of type REL[X/p]. Of course, $2 follows already from A3. We write Ri _~R2 for 
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R2 C R,. Finally, lifting distributes over the relational operations as follows: 
equations 
O/p = 0 (D1) 
I /p C I (D2) 
-~/p = ~ (D3) 
(r, Ur2)/p D_ (r , /p)U(r2/p) (D4) 
(rl Nr2)/p C ( r , /p )n( r2 /p)  (D5) 
(r -1)/p = (r /p) - '  (D6) 
The following monotony laws are derivable: rl C_ r2 ~ r l /pC r2/p and R1 C_R2 ~ RI * 
pC_R2.p .  
6.5. PPA: repeated liftin9 and relative liftin9 
Whereas in PAR we have already studied the combination and comparison of equally 
typed partitions, we shall now look at the combination and comparison of partitions of 
unequal types. The signature and laws needed for that are an optional module next to 
REL, PAR, and RPA; we do not interpret hese signature elements in all models. 
PPA (partition-partition algebra) consists of two parts. The first part, which we 
present now, is about two operators, viz. I and o. We form relative partitions: if p 
and q are on X and pE_q holds, then q]p is a partition on X/p. We can combine 
partitions (repeated lifting), as follows: if p is on X and q is on X/p then q o p is 
on X. Please compare Q1 below to Lemma 4.11 and Q2 to Lemma 4.12. Unlike /, 
there is not much choice about how to interpret I, although of course the interpretation 
has to vary according to the way in which the interpretation of the set of 'abstract 
partitions' varies (from Lemma 4.12 we see that if 'abstract partition' is 'equivalence', 
] must be interpreted as /3 ,  but for other models / and [ need not coincide). 
parameters 
X a non-empty set 
p : Par[X] 
q : Par[X] such that p _E q 
imports 
PAR{X] 
RPA[X/p] 
PAR[X/p] 
operations 
[Xp : Par[X] ~ Par[X/p] 
oX p : Par[X/p] ~ Par[X] 
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variables 
q' : Par[X/p] 
equations 
p E q 'op  (Q1) 
(q[p)o p = q (Q2) 
The second part of PPA is about those equalities concerning repeated abstraction and 
repeated lifting which only hold modulo isomorphism. In order to express the isomor- 
phisms we introduce explicit conversion functions. The isomorphisms are called i and 
their inverses j. Their bijective behaviour is described by Eqs. (I1)-(I6) 
parameters 
X a non-empty set 
p :Par[X] 
q : Par[X] such that p ___ q 
q" : Par[X/p] 
imports 
PPA (first part)IX, p,q] 
PAR[X] 
RPA[X, p] 
RPA[X, q] 
RPA[X, 1] 
PAR[X/p] 
RPA[X/p, qlp] 
RPA[X/p, q"] 
RPAEX, q" o p] 
operations 
ix, x,,i : X ~ X/I 
iX/q,(X/p)/(qlp ) : Y /q  --'-4 (X/p)/(q]p) 
i (X/p)/q" X/(q,, o p) : (X/p)/q" ~ X/(q" o p) 
Jx/Lx : X / I  ~ X 
j (x /p) / (q lp) ,X /q  " (X/p)/(qlp) ~ X/q 
jX/(q" o p),(X/p)/q" : X / (q  It o p )  ----4 (X/p)/q" 
variables 
x :X ,  y :X / I  
v : (X/q) ,  w :  (X /p ) / (q lp )  
z : (X/p)/q", u :X/(q" o p) 
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equations 
j ( i (x ) )  = x (I1) 
i ( j (y ) )  ---- y (I2) 
j ( i (v ) )  = v (I3) 
i ( j (w) )  = w (I4) 
j ( i ( z ) )  = z (I5) 
i ( j (u ) )  = u (I6) 
The isomorphic behaviour is expressed by (II1)-(113). The laws look complicated, but 
when we would ignore the conversions and instead write = for -- we could read them 
as r ~ r/1, r/q ~- ( r /p ) / (q [p)  and ( r /p) /q"  ~= r/(q" o p). Compare (11) and (I2) with 
Lemma 4.13, compare (I3) and (14) with Lemma 4.14 and compare (I5) and (I6) with 
Lemma 4.10. 
Finally, the following laws relate the isomorphisms to the evaluation of relations. 
variables 
xl :X, x~ :X 
Y l : X/q, Y2 : X/q 
zj : (X /p) /q" ,  z2 : (X /p) /q"  
r :  REID(] 
equations 
eval(r, xl ,x2 ) = eval( r/I, i(xl ), i(x2 ) ) (II1) 
eval(r/q, Yl, Y2) = eval((r/p)/(q] p),  i(yl ), i (y2) ) (II2) 
eval( ( r /p) /q" ,z j ,  z2) = eval(r/(q" o p),  i(zl ), i(z2) ) (II3) 
Fig. 6 shows some of the laws that relate relative partitions and combined partition to 
/. This can be compared to Fig. 3. We would like to point out that PAR (our module 
about @ and 9) plays an essential r61e in the theory of relative lifting because it 
/(q p) 
@ /q 
/p 
~iT(q" op) 
C> 
Fig. 6. Relative and repeated lifting. 
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/ (and existential ) subsetting or embedding 
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JSect ion 10 ~Sect ion  11 
Fig. 7. Survey of models. 
provides the option of formulating the precondition for qlp, viz., pGq, which is 
nothing but p rq q = p. 
6.6. Survey of models 
In this paper we study six models. The main line of investigations i  formed by the 
models of Sections 7-9, whereas the models of Sections 10-12 are dealt with briefly. 
The relation between the models is shown in Fig. 7. The mappings ~,  'DeMorgans's 
duality', d¢ and ker will be explained in Sections 9, 10, 11, and 12, respectively. 
7. Quotient sets and existential lifting 
In this section we present our most important model. We use the notational device 
of interpretation brackets in order to avoid confusion between the abstract and the 
concrete model. In particular, we use this for the sort of partitions. For the relations, 
there is not much danger of confusion and sometimes we use the same symbols for 
abstract and concrete sets or operators. For example, we write IR ,  p~ :=R,  IP] to 
express that ,  is interpreted as .. 
7.1. Interpretation of relations and partitions 
Assume a fixed non-empty set X, which we should be able to treat as a set of Ur- 
elements (for no xl EX  and x2 EX such that Xl ¢x2 we find that xl E'x2). Relations 
are just normal relations, as in all of our models. 
• IRel[X]] := ~(X  x X)  
• IOx~ := 0 
• l lx~:=Ix 
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• Icr x] := the ith relation on X using an arbitrary enumeration scheme 
• Ieval(r, xl,x2)] := if (xl,x2) C Irl then true else false 
• Irl N Xr21:=Irlllq[r21 
• etc. 
All laws are standard in the theory of relations and thus (R1)-(R12) hold. 
Now we interpret PAR. We employ all partitions, using the equivalence view. The 
model of Section 8 will have a similar interpretation except hat it is based on consid- 
ering certain special partitions only. 
• IPar[X]l := {0 C (X × X) ] 0 is an equivalence relation} 
• [IX1:=& 
• [U x] :=X × X 
• IcPi x] := the ith equivalence on X 
• IP~ @x p21:=[p~lOip21 
• [pl [-1 x p2]:=[plINIP2~ 
• IPl r-x P2~ := if ~pllC_ IP2] then true else false 
For the definition of O and R we refer to Section 5. For (P1)-(P12), see Lemma 5.5. 
7.2. Interpretation of  lifiin 9 and lowerin9 
The symbol 'o' (on abstract partitions) is interpreted as * (on equivalences), and '/' 
(on abstract partitions) is interpreted as/3 (on equivalences). Let p : Par[X], 
• IX~p] :=X/Hpl 
• Ir/pl :=r/~IP] 
• UR*p I :=R* Ip~ 
The explanation of Section 4 applies for the definition of/~ and *. (A1) is proven in 
Lemma 4.5, (A2) follows from Lemma 4.6 (first •), and (A3) follows from Lemma 4.8. 
For S1 use the definition of .. ($2) follows from (A3). ($3)-($7) follow from the 
definition of * and the elementary properties of the relational operators. It is easy 
to check that (D1)-(D6) hold, see also Section 7.4 (specific laws for existential 
lifting). 
Z3. Interpretation of  repeated and relative liftin 9 
Now we we must interpret PPA. For this model, both ' . '  and 'o' (on abstract 
partitions) are interpreted as • (on equivalences), and both '/ ' and 'l' (on abstract 
partitions) are interpreted as /3 (on equivalences). Let p,q:Par[X],  q1:Par[X/p], 
• IqlP~ := Uq]/31Pl 
• Iq' o P l  :=  ~q'] * IP] 
• Iix, x..t~ = the isomorphism i constructed in Lemma 4.13 
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• Iix/q,(X/p)/(qlp)l = the isomorphism i constructed in Lemma 4.14 
• ~iX/(qHo p),(X/p)/q"~ = the isomorphism i constructed in Lemma 4.10 
The j... functions must be interpreted as the inverses of the corresponding i... functions 
(their existence follows from Lemma 4.13, 4.14 and 4.10 which show that the i... 
functions are injective). 
Making use of all the work done in Section 4, it is now easy to verify that all laws 
of PPA hold in this model: (Q1) is Lemma 4.11; (Q2) is Lemma 4.12; (I1), (I2) and 
(II1) follow from Lemma 4.13; (I3), (I4) and (II2) follow from Lemma 4.14; (I5), 
(I6) and (113) follow from Lemma 4.10. 
7.4. Specific laws Jor existential lifting 
Next to (A1)-(A3) and (D1)-(D6), existential lifting satisfies additional properties, 
not shared with universal ifting. We present hem in rigorous style. The ED laws 
below describe the distribution of the lifting operator /3. They strengthen the more 
general (D1)-(D6). 
variables 
r ,  r l ,  r 2 : Rel[X], R : Rel[X/p] 
equations 
r C_ ( r /~p) .p  (El) 
r C_ (R .p )  ¢:v (r/3p) C_ R (E2) 
O/3P = 0 (EDIa) 
r /3p=0 =:~ r = 0 (EDlb) 
I/~p = I (ED2) 
U/3 p = U (ED3) 
(rl Ur2)/3p = (rl /~p)U(r2/3p) (ED4) 
(rl nr2)/3p C_ (q /3p)n( r2 /3p)  (ED5) 
( r - l ) /~p = (r/3p) - I  (ED6) 
(r lor2)/~p C_ (q/3p)o(r2/~p)  (ED7) 
r¢O ~ r/~U = I (F1) 
(El) is shown in Lemma 4.5. (E2) is the Galois connection of Lemma 4.6. (EDla), 
(EDlb) and (ED2)-(ED7) are easy: use the definition of / and the elementary prop- 
erties of the relational operators. The proof of F1 is easy because the quotient set is 
trivial (there is an analogous law r ~ U ~ r/~U = 0). 
Without proof we state the following laws about the interaction of ® and R with/, 
specific for the present model. For a relation r on X/(01 • 02), 
• r/(O~ ®02) = (r/01)/((O~ e0=)/01) 
• r/(Oi nO2) £ (r/O~) * (01/(0~ n02)) 
~ such that rl C r~ and r 2 where we write rl c r2 if there exists a set r 2 _ ---- r2. 
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8. Constrained quotient set formation 
Next we interpret partitions as usual partitions, but considering only those partitions 
satisfying an additional constraint, viz., they should be fit for a given relation R on 
the basis set. We must check that ® and ~ preserve this constraint. Equivalences 
satisfying the constraint will be called 'localisations'. We expect that the reader will 
have no difficulties in recognising that these 'localisations' formalise certain aspects of 
e.g. local functions and procedures in Pascal (if not, have a quick look at Section 8.4). 
It is also not hard to find examples about hierarchical organisations. 
As a first attempt we could start from the constraint (formulated as a containment 
statement) that R C 0, which means that all R-usage is restricted to usage within the 
same equivalence class. We could turn IPar[X]] := {0 [R C_ 0} into a model of RPA 
noting that e.g. R C_ 01 AR C_ 02 implies R C_ 01 @ 02 and R C 0j n 02. Maybe we could 
call such a 0 already a 'localisation', but this is a somewhat naive notion since the 
resulting equivalence classes are completely disconnected with respect o R. We do not 
develop this naive model further in the present paper. Instead, we allow for a limited 
amount of usage between the classes. We shall demand that each class has a special 
element called the 'root' and that R C_ (0U(X  × 'roots'))  where 'roots' is the set of 
roots. The latter containment statement allows usage of another class, provided its root 
serves as the entry point. We develop these concepts below. 
Definition 8.1. Let RC_X xX .  For a subset YC_X we say that r is a root of Y with 
respect o R if 
• rEY ,  
• VyEY . rR*y ,  
• VyEY .VuEX.u f [YAuRy~y=r .  
Note the overloading of ' r ' ,  now being a (special) element instead of a relation. 
So r is a root of Y if r is 'greater' than all other elements of Y and moreover 
all external use (u) of  elements in Y goes through r. In [2] the subset Y is called a 
'region' and r is called the 'header' which is said to 'dominate' all elements in Y, as 
illustrated in Fig. 8. In general, roots need not be unique, but if a set has a unique 
root, then a convenient notation can be used. 
Definition 8.2. Let R C_ X × X and let Y c_ X. If  there is precisely one root r of  Y with 
respect o R we denote this as r = ,fY. The fact that X does not occur in the notation 
is justified by the observation that for any other set X ~ ~ X such that R C_ X t × X ~, the 
conditions u E X A uRy and u E X ~ A uRy are equivalent. 
Let us consider some easy properties of  roots. 
Lemma 8.3. Let R C X x X: 
• VxEX.  ~/~=x,  
• / fR+NI=0 and if YC_X has a root, then this root is unique. 
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Fig. 8. A subset Y and its root r (dotted arrow not allowed). 
t 
Fig. 9. Partition induced by a localisation with respect o R. 
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Proof. We discuss the two items separately. 
• Easy: just check the definition of root. 
• Assume that rl ~ r2 are both roots. Then from the fact that rl is root conclude 
rlR*r2 and thus rlR+r2 and from r2R*rl conclude r2R+rl. Thus rl(R + oR+ )rl which 
contradicts R+ A I = 0. So rl = r2 is the only root. [] 
We use the concept of  root to define the concept of localisation. Intuitively, a 'lo- 
calisation' is a grouping of  a set of design objects into components uch that each 
component has one main design object (its root) and such that the other design objects 
in the component could essentially be turned into 'locals' of  the main design object. 
Definition 8.4. Let R c_ X × X. We say that a 0 C X × X is a localisation of X with 
respect o R if 
• 0 is an equivalence relation, 
• VxEX.3rEX.  rOxAr=R [X/--~. 
The conjunct rOx in the second clause is not really needed, since this is a consequence 
of r - ~ .  For the second clause we can also write Vc E X/O. 3r E c. r = ~'-c. So in a 
localisation, each equivalence class is rooted and all usage goes via the roots. See Fig. 9. 
8.1. Interpretation of relations and partitions 
IRel[X]~ is the set of  all relations on X. All operations and laws are standard. 
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For the interpretation of  partitions, consider a fixed set X and a fixed 'uses' relation 
R onX.  
• IPar[X] l= {0 C_X x X]O is a localisation with respect o R} 
• Ip®ql=Ip~OIql  
• IpRql=[p]DIq] 
• Icq= @ o 
0 is localisation with respect o R 
• I I l={(x ,x ) [xEX} 
where we use the operations on equivalences as before, but of course we have to check 
that they preserve 'being a localisation'. 
Lemma 8.5. Let X be finite. Let R C_X × X and R + A I = ~. If, 01 and 02 are local- 
isations of X, then so is 03 defined by (01 U 02)*. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, 03 is an equivalence, so we must show that for all x there 
exists rmax(X) with rmax(X)O3x and rmax(X)----- ¢ Ix]03 • 
First note that two distinct classes [x]o, ~ [x]02 (sharing x) have roots rl := 
and r2 := ~ which are E-ordered, by which we mean that either rl E [r2]02 or 
r2 E [rl]o~. Suppose they are not, that is rt fg[r2]02 A r2 ~ [rl]o,. Of course r l¢  r2. Be- 
cause rl is root, we have r~R*x. Let u be the lowest element not in [x]o~ in the 
R-chain from rl to x. Clearly rlR*u. Also uRy for some y E [x]02. Thus y = re. There- 
fore riR*uRy=r2 (by which we mean that rlR*U and uRy and y=r2).  Since rl ¢ re 
we find that rlR+r2. Similarly r2R+rl. Thus, we have constructed an R-cycle, a con- 
tradiction. We conclude that distinct equivalence classes with a common element have 
C-ordered roots. 
Next let us find out what an equivalence class of  03 looks like. Consider arbitrary 
x and y. Suppose that x(01 U02)*y, then without loss of  generality we can assume 
that there is an alternating sequence of 01 and 02 steps, that is xO1 o 02 o 01 o. • • 0 01 y. 
To simplify the presentation we show the case for a chain of  length 3. Thus, there 
exist 'intermediate' elements z,z' such that xOizO2z'Oly. There is a chain of  three 
equivalence classes [x]o,, [z]o~, [z']o, (the latter class is the same as [y]< ). These three 
equivalence classes have three roots: n := ~ = ~ ,  r2 := ~ = ~ and 
8/ rZt l  ) R ) 
?'3 :=  VL  /t i = ~ "  
In view of this analysis of  the equivalence classes [x]03 we can define a root rmax(X ) 
for each equivalence class. The roots (e.g. rl,r2, r3) are pairwise (along the chain) 
either equal or E-ordered in the abovementioned sense. Thus, there is an E-maximal 
element amongst hese roots, because the situation that there is a 'dip' in the E-chain 
can always be avoided: if r2 E ~ A r2 E ~//[r3]oa we can always choose for not 
having [r2]02 in the chain of equivalence-classes. For each connected pair (x, y)  such 
that xO3y define rraax(X, y) as this maximal element. For each equivalence class [x]03 
define r ..... (x) as the maximum over all such pairs (x, y). 
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Now it is time to check that rmax = ~ :  (1) rmax(X) must R*-use any other 
element (say y) of  [x]o~ and moreover (2) all external use (u) of elements in [x]< 
must go through rmax(X). 
1. Consider an y such that yO3x. Then y occurs in an equivalence class [Y]o~ which is 
chained via alternating 01 and 02 classes to rmax(X ). So y01 002001 o . . .o  
Olrmax(X). NOW we can use the fact that the 0j and 02 classes belong to equivalences 
which are known to be localisations: y is R*-used by the root of its class which is 
R*-used by the root of  its own class (under the other Oi, i E {1,2}); proceeding in 
this way we arrive at a root used by rmax(X). Thus rmax(x)R*y. 
2. Consider an u which is not 03-equivalent to x and consider an y which is 03- 
equivalent o x. Assume that uRy. Again we use the fact that 01 and 02 are local- 
isations: y equals the root of  its class and since now u R-uses that root, it equals 
the root of  its own class (under the other equivalence); proceeding in this way we 
conclude that y=rmax(X). 
Lemma 8.6. Let X be finite. Let RC_X xX  and R+ N l=O.  I f  Oi and 0 2 are local- 
isations of  X, then so is 03 defined by 01 N02. 
Proof. We know that 03 is an equivalence, so we must show that for all x there 
exists r(x) with r(x)O3x and r (x )= ~ .  Therefore, we consider an arbitrary x, so 
[x]o~ = [x]o, N [x]02. As for Lemma 8.5, two distinct classes [x]< # [x]o2 (sharing x) 
have roots rj and r2 which are E-ordered, by which we mean that either rl E [r2]oz 
or r2 E [rl]o,. Without loss of generality assume rl E [r2]02. Note that rl is in the 
intersection [x]< n [x]02. We claim that 
n = {/[x]o, n [x]< 
So we check (1) that rl must R*-use every other element of [x]o, N [x]02. This is easy 
because rl uses the entire class [x]o,, so it certainly uses all elements of  a subset. And 
we check (2) that all external use (u) of  elements (y) in [x]03 must go via rl. So we 
assume that u f[ [x]o, n [x]o2 and that uRy. In order to prove y = rl we distinguish two 
cases: 
(2a) if u ~ [x]<, then y = rl (since rl is the root of  [x]o, ). 
(2b) if u qt Ix]v2, then y = r2 and rl = r2 (note that rl # r2 contradicts y = r2/~ y C Ix]o, 
N [x]02, whence r2 c [x]o,, which in combination with the assumed fact rl E [r2]02 
would yield an R-cycle). 
This shows that we can take r(x):= q.  [] 
Lemma 8.7. Let X be finite. Let R C_ X x X and R + n I = O. Then there is a Omax C 
X × X such that 
• Omax is a localisation of  X with respect to R, 
• VO'. ~fO t is a localisation o fX  w.r.t. R then 0max -1 0'. 
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Proof. First note that: 
• there is a minimal localisation 0mi n =I, 
• if 01 and 02 are localisations, then so is 01 002 :=(0~ U 02)*. 
Then take 0ma x :=  ~)0, Oi where 0i ranges over all localisations of X. [] 
It is easy to see that localisations with the operations ® and [q satisfy the laws (P1) 
to (P8), since localisations are nothing but special equivalences, for which we have 
already Lemma 5.5. For the same reason, I satisfies (P9) and (Pl l) .  Finally, (P10) 
follows from Lemma 8.7 and (P12) is a consequence of the definition of U. 
8.2. Interpretation of lifting, lowering, repeated and relative lifting 
Since localisations are just special partitions, we can lift in the normal way, as 
described in Section 4. This model is a submodel of the model of Section 7 and 
from the analysis in Section 7 it follows that (A1)-(A3), (S1)-($7) and (D1)-(D6) 
hold. 
Concerning repeated and relative lifting: all results about PPA from Section 7 can 
be re-used. But the operations /0 and *0 must preserve 'being a localisation'. More 
precisely if 0 respects R and ~ respects R/O, then ~ * 0 respects R too (we checked 
this). And for 0 C q if 0 respects R and q respects R, then r//0 respects R/O too. 
8.3. Applications 
In Java 1.1, classes can be nested inside other classes. Such classes are called 'inner 
classes', see [10]. The theory of constrained equivalences i applicable to this, as 
illustrated by Example 8.8. 
Example 8.8. Consider the following Java package which contains five classes with 
the following 'uses' relation R on the set of classes: root  uses ape and bear, zoo 
uses bear  and chimp (one class uses another class if it invokes a method of the latter 
class). Using some obvious shorthand, R = {(r, a), (r, b), (z, b), (z, c)). 
class root { 
publ ic  stat ic void main (String args []) { 
ape x = new ape(); 
bear y = new bear(); 
x .ape( )  ;
y .bear  () ; 
}} 
class zoo { 
publ ic static void main (String args[]) { 
bear x = new bear(); 
chimp y = new chimp(); 
x.bear () ; 
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y. chimp () ; 
}} 
class ape { 
public void ape() { 
System.out.println("I am ape! ") ; 
}} 
class bear { 
public void bear() { 
System.out.println("I am bear! ") ; 
}} 
class chimp { 
public void chimp() { 
System.out.println("I am chimp! ") ; 
}} 
In this form this package represents he minimal ocalisation (with respect o R) of the 
set {r,z,a,b,c}, which is 01 := {(r,r), (z,z), (a,a), (b,b), (c,c)}. There is a larger lo- 
calisation (an idea for a better grouping) 02 := {(r,r), (r,a), (a,r), (a,a), (z,z), (b,b), 
(c,c)}, which means that r and a are grouped into one equivalence class, of which 
r is the root. Similarly we get 03 := {(r,r), (z,z), (z,c), (c,z), (c,c), (a,a), (b,b)}. 
Note that we cannot make b part of the equivalence class of which r is the root, since 
b is externally used by z. But we can form 04 := 02 ~ 03, combining the two ideas for 
better grouping: 04:={(r,r) ,  (r,a), (a,r), (a,a), (z,z), (z,c), (c,z), (c,c), (b,b)}. 
Application of the 're-engineering actions' thus calculated, moving the non-root classes 
and making them private static, we obtain: 
class root { 
private static class ape { 
public void ape() { 
System. out.println("I am ape!"); 
}} 
public static void main (String args []) { 
ape x = new ape(); 
bear y = new bear(); 
x. ape () ; 
y .bear ( )  ;
}} 
class zoo { 
private static class chimp { 
public void chimp() { 
System.out.println("I am chimp! ") ; 
}} 
public static void main (String args[]) { 
bear x = new bear(); 
chimp y = new chimp () ; 
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x.bear () ; 
y. chimp() ; 
}} 
class bear { 
public void bear() { 
System.out.pr int ln(" I  am bear!"); 
}} 
So now we find that ape is local of root, and that chimp is local of zoo. Below, and 
in the next section, we shall fonnalise the intuitive terminology that the non-roots are 
' locals' of the root of their equivalence class. [] 
In Section 9 we present a generalisation of constrained equivalences, which allows 
for an arbitrary level of nesting. But although Java 1.1 allows arbitrary nesting of inner 
classes, the scope rules o f jdk l . l .5  seem not comply exactly with our concept of local- 
of  relations of Section 9 (the root has direct access to its locals, i.e. its private classes, 
but also to the locals of the locals). A further investigation of this is considered outside 
the scope of the present paper. The concepts of Section 9 do apply to nesting COLD 
components and Pascal procedures (see the next subsection). 
8.4. Concludin 9 remarks 
In the previous section, a localisation is considered to be a grouping of design objects 
into equivalence classes, each class having a distinguished element (its root). There is 
another, intuitive, view on this, saying that the non-roots are locals of the root of their 
equivalence class. For example, in Pascal, considering the definitions given below, it 
is intuitive to say that a and b are ' local-of'  r. 
procedure r; 
procedure a; begin end; 
procedure b; begin end; 
begin 
a; b 
end; 
We can formalise this by introducing a functional relation 2. Read a2r and b;~r as 'a 
is local of  r '  and 'b is local of  r ' ,  respectively. 
In general, let R C_X × X and let 0 c_ X × X be a localisation of X with respect 
to R. Then we can define the local-of relation 2o as the smallest functional relation 
/l CX  × X such that for all x and r: 
R [V /~o: rAxCr  ~ x)tr 
and then we find that 2 is a partial function on X. The ' local-of'  relation 2o turns X 
into a forest where each tree has height 0 or 1 and where each x E X is either a root 
or a leaf. So dom(2)Nran(2) - -  0; see Fig. 10. 
More generally, we may call any functional relation X C_X × X for which dora(2)A 
ran(2) : 0 a ' local-of'  relation. But of course not every ' local-of'  relation is fight for 
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x y x y 
Fig. 10. Example of a relation R and corresponding 'local-of' relation ,~. 
every 'uses' relation, which means that a fitness criterion is needed: 2 is f i t  Jbr R if 
whenever x2r we find that 
• rR*x, 
• Vu .uRx  =~ (u2rVu=r) .  
In Section 9 we shall develop this idea further; in particular, it turns out that the 
' local-of' view is very suited for nested localisation hierarchies. 
9. 'Local-of' definition 
We consider ' local-of' trees of  arbitrary height and with a single root, called 'super- 
user'. We shall find this domain closed under suitable ~ and ~, which are generalisa- 
tions of  those of Section 8. Therefore, we must introduce the Hasse operator - ,  also 
called transitive reduction, which is in a sense the opposite of the transitive closure 
operator +. Then we can define 21 ® 22 := (21 U 22)- and 21 R 22 := (,~+ N 2~)- .  The 
main work to be done is checking that O and ~ preserve the additional constraint of 
being a ' local-of' tree with respect o a given 'uses' relation r. 
The notation HR is proposed in [24], but R -  supports the intuition that taking the 
Hasse relation is a kind of inverse of  taking the transitive closure; see Fig. 11. 
Definition 9.1. Let X be a finite set. Let R C_X × X be a (finite) strict partial ordering. 
Then the Hasse relation of R, also called its nontransitive part is R -  := R N R o R. 
More general, for an arbitrary cycle-free R, define 
R -  :=RN RoR +. 
Transitive reduction and transitive closure are pseudo-inverses. 
Lemma 9.2. Let  X be a finite set and let R C_ X × X be cycle-free. 
• R+NRoR + =R- ,  
• ((R +) -  )+ = R +, 
• R-  is atransitive, 
• ( (R - )+)  - =R- .  
Proof. See [17]. [] 
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Fig. 11. Relation R on four-element set and its Hasse diagram. 
After these preparations we turn our attention to the main topic of  this section, 
the ' local-of' relations. We generalise our earlier concept of  ' local-of' relation. In 
Section 8.4 we said that a ' local-of' relation 2o turns X into a forest where each tree 
has heigth 0 or 1 and where thus each x E X is either a root or a leaf. We drop the 
height restriction and demand a tree rather than a forest. 
Definition 9.3. Henceforth, we use the term 'local-of' relation for any functional, 
cycle-free and single-rooted relation 2 c_X × X. By single-rooted we mean that 3!r E 
X .  r E dora(2). 
Not every ' local-of' relation is right for every 'uses' relation R, so we need a notion 
of 'fitness' or 'appropriateness'. Moreover we restrict ourselves to such 'uses' relations 
R for which there exists a superuser which is an element su C X using all other elements 
(if there is no su, just add one). This motivates the following fitness criterion. 
Definition 9.4. Let X be finite, and consider a 'local-of' relation 2 C_ X x X and a 
relation R C_X × X with superuser su, by which we mean that suR*x for all x ¢X. Then 
we say that 2 is fit for  R if 
• su is the root of  2, and 
• RE2 -1 o2* .  
If  we use the notation 2(x) for the unique r such that x2r, then the last clause could 
have been written as: Vu. uRx ~ u2*(2(x)). We could equally well write Vr, u .  
x2r ~ uRx ~ u2*r. Yet another equivalent formulation is 2 oR c_ 2*. 
So 2 is fit for  R if the superuser is the root of the 'local-of' tree and moreover all 
use of  x is restricted to the scope of the parent 2(x) of  x, where the scope of this 
parent means: everywhere 'local-of' (directly or indirectly, so 2"). Think of the scope 
for local procedures in Pascal. Also see Fig. 12. Being local-of implies being used-by, 
as is shown next. 
Lemma 9.5. Let X be ,finite, and consider 'local-of' ;~ C_X × X, R C_X × X with supe- 
ruser su (so)~ is functional, acyclic and single-rooted with root su). I f  R C_ 2 -I o 2", 
then for all x, r E X, 
x2*r ~ rR* x. 
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Fig. 12. Uses relation R and 'local-of' relation fit for R. 
Proof. Assume x2*r. There is a chain su=x,R.. .RxlRxo =x. Claim: r E {x0,xl . . . . .  
xn}. Suppose not, then x2*r is xo2+r and so x2(xo)2*r. From XlRX0 derive xl 2*)~(x0) so 
xl2*r, which is xl2+r. Analogously x22+r .. . . .  xn2+r. But su=x,2+r gives a 2-cycle. 
But this cannot be the case, so r is in the R-use chain of x. [] 
In general, there are many 'local-of' trees which are fit for a given R. It will turn 
out that there is one special ' local-of' tree which is maximal in a certain sense. But 
this maximal tree does not completely determine the set of fit ' local-of' trees. This 
is demonstrated by Fig. 13, where R has four pairs. The 'local-of' trees which are fit 
for the given 'uses' relation are shown. The 13 different 'local-of' trees of Fig. 13 are 
ordered as a Hasse diagram, the ordering being defined by p ___ q iff p R q = p. The 
top 'local-of' tree in Fig. 13, is the maximal 'local-of' tree, where a is local to the 
root r, b is local to a and so on. For this maximal 'local-of' tree, nothing could be 
made more local without violating fitness (e.g. if we would make d local to c, we 
would violate fitness because b uses d directly). So a simple Pascal program which 
next to the main-program r has only four procedures a, b, c and d, (r using a, a using 
b, b using c and d) can be structured in all these different ways. Each 2 shown in 
the figure is fit for the shown R. Adding (c,d) and (d,c) to R reduces the number of 
' local-of' trees to four, as shown in Fig. 14. 
9.1. Interpretation of relations and partitions 
IRel[X]] is the set of all relations on X. All operations and laws are standard. 
For the interpretation of  partitions, we extend R to a relation R ~ by adding a fresh 
superuser su, by which we mean that suq~Y and R'C_ (XU {su})x (XU {su}) such 
that R' =RU {(su, x)t~3y, yRx}. Now we can formally interpret Par[X], @ and R. 
• ~Par[X]l = {2 C_XU {su} × X U {su} 12 fit for R', su is root of  2} 
• IpRql=Ip]mlq] 
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Fig. 13. Different 'local-of' trees fit for given 'uses' relation with four pairs. 
• I U ]  = (~2 fit for R' '~ 
• I I]:x~-~su 
where we use the operations on 'local-of' relations defined next. 
Definition 9.6. Let X be a finite set and let 2~, 22 be 'local-of' relations on X which 
are both fit for R C_ X x X with superuser su, then define 
• "~1 G22 :=(21U,~,2) - ,  
• ~., n;t2 :=(;t+ n~)  -. 
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Fig. 14. Different 'local-of' trees fit for six 'uses' pairs. 
Fig. 15. Adding two 'local-of' relations. 
Formally, we must prove that 21 U 22 and 2 + n 2 + are cycle-free, which we postpone 
to the lemmas given below. 
Example 9.7. See Fig. 15. 
The @ addition on 'local-of' trees can be useful as follows: if there are two software 
architects, each working in another area of a given design, making selected design 
objects local to others, then their work can be unified later, by adding their localisaton 
results by means of ®. Next we show how to compare 'local-of' relations. 
Definition 9.8. Let X be a finite set and let 21, 22 be 'local-of' relations on X which 
are both fit for R C_ X x X, then define 
21 E 2: :¢* (21)+ c_ (22) +. 
Before proceeding with our proof obligations we introduce the convenient terminol- 
ogy of one element being dominated by another. This terminology is well-known in 
the area of compiler construction [2] where it is used for flow analysis. 
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Definition 9.9. Let X be a finite set and R C_ X x X with superuser su. We say that x 
is dominated by r if 
• rR*x, and 
• Vuo, ul . . . . .  un "su=uoRu iR . . .Ru ,  =x  ~ r E {u0, uj . . . . .  un}. 
We call uoRulR...Ru,, an R-use chain from su to x. So x is dominated by r i f x  is 
used (directly or indirectly) by r and each R-use chain from su to x goes via r. 
Remark. Due to space limitations we shall not give full proofs of  all lemmas in this 
section. But we will show the main auxiliary propositions and a few illustrative proofs. 
For the rest we refer to [17], which contains full proofs. 
Lemma 9.10. I f  2 is f it for  R then 
• x2r implies that x is dominated by r, 
• x2+r implies that x is dominated by r. 
Proof. See [17]. [] 
Lemma 9.11. For X,R, 21,22 as in the definition o f  21 @22, we have 
• 21 @ 22 is a 'local-of' relation, 
• hi @22 is fit for  R. 
Proof. 
• To see that 21 @22 is a 'local-of' relation we must show it to be single-rooted, 
functional and cycle-flee. We show one of these in full detail. 
Cycle-free: Suppose that there is a cycle in 2t U 22. The cycle must consist of  al- 
ternatingly 21 steps and 22 steps. To simplify the presentation we discuss the case 
of four alternations, but the proof works for an arbitrary even number (>/2) of al- 
ternations. Assume a, b, c, d E X, each of them unequal to su (if su is in the cycle, 
the contradiction is obvious). Suppose that a,b,c ,d form a cycle in the sense that 
a2fb, b2~c, c2+d, d2~a. Consider an R-uses chain ff from su to b. Since b2~e and 
since 21 is fit, we find that b is dominated by c, or in other words, that c E ff (the 
chain cannot bypass c). Thus we can take a prefix of  if, which we denote by ff~: the 
chain from su to c. It is shorter than ft. Since c2fd  and since 22 is fit too, we find 
that d E if'. Now take the prefix if" from su to to d. It is even shorter. But d2~a, 
so a occurs in if'. Going round through the cycle we construct an infinite sequence 
(~,,~.~,ff,,ff,t .... ) of  shorter and shorter chains. Of course this can not be the case. 
Therefore 21 U 22 is cycle-flee and so is 21 @ 22. 
Functional: see [ 17]. 
Single-rooted: see [17]. 
• For fitness, see [17]. [] 
Lemma 9.12. For X,R,21,)~2 as in the definition of  21 re;t2, we have 
• 21 ~ 22 is a 'local-of' relation, 
• 211322 i s f i t fo rR .  
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Proof. See [17]. [] 
It is easy to see that 'local-of' relations with the operations • and D satisfy most 
of the laws (P1)-(P8).  The only two difficult cases are (P7) and (P8) (see below). 
Moreover, note that U and I satisfy (P9)- (P I2) .  
Lemma 9.13. For 'local-of' relations 21 and 22, 
• 210(21R22)=21 
• 21 ~()q O22)=21 
Proof. The proofs for the two items are analogous. 
• Let 2; 1 :=21U(2~-N2~-)- ,  i.e. (2'1)-=21 O(21D22). Note that 2, C_2~1 because U 
only adds pairs. Also note that 2] C 2~- because 21 c_ 2 + and N only removes pairs, 
and so does - By monotonicity of - we find 2~- C_ (2' I ) -  c_ (2~-)-. Because 21 is a 
'local-of' relation, 2 7 is 21 and (2{) -  = 21. So 2, C_ (2'~)- C_ 2~, and thus (2'~)- = 21, 
or which is the same, 21 O(21 D22)=21.  
• Let 2~1 ' := 2 + n ((21 U 22)-- )+, i.e. (2'it) - = 21 D (21 @ 22). Note that 21 C 2' It because 
21 = 2~ N 21 C 2 + n (21 U 22) C_ 2]' where the latter ' C '  follows from monotonicity 
of N and from the connection between + and - that for all 2, 2 c_ (2- )+ which we 
instantiate to 21 U 22 C ((21 U 22)- )+. Also note that 2' 1' C 2 i- because n only removes 
pairs. Application of the monotonic - to 21 C_ 2~' C_ 2 + yields (21)- c_ (2'()- c_ (2~-)-. 
As before, 2~ =21 and (4+) - =21, so (2 ' ( ) -=41.  [ ]  
9.2. Interpretation of liftin9 and lowerin9 
Now we look for a proper interpretation o f /  and , .  There are several meaningful 
ideas about what lifting a relation r C_X × X by a 'local-of' tree 2 C_ (X U {su}) × (X U 
{su}) should mean. One idea is to remove all lower levels, only keeping the 
direct children of su, that is r~r  I(2.su), where we define the restriction opera- 
tor by r IZ :=rn(Z  × Z). Note that 2.su= {x EX I x2su}. A second idea is to have 
the higher nodes inherit r transitively from all descendants, that is r ~ 2*o r o (4")- I .  
We choose one combination of options, r ~-* (4* o r o (4")-1 ) i(2.su). 
We give the formal definitions next. Consider a set X and a use relation R on X. 
Recall that we have extended R to a relation R' by adding a fresh superuser su, so 
su f[X and R' C_ (XU {su}) x (XU {su}) such that R' =RU {(su, x) l-~3y, ytLr}. 
• IX/p l  = Ip l . su  
• Ir/p]=[p]* oro( Ip ]* ) - I  IIp~.su 
• Ir ,p~=(Ipl*) - l  oro lp ]*  
We should check that these interpretations make the laws of RPA true. First we show 
this for law (A2), which is the ~ part of the Galois-connection (cf. Lemma 4.6). 
Lemma 9.14. Consider a 'local-of' relation 2 on X U {su} and let S := 2.su (the sub- 
top). Let r C X x X and r' C S × S. Writin9 r /2 := 2" o ro (2* )  -I  IS and r' * 2 := ( 2 * ) -I 
o r t o 2",  we  have 
rC_r' .2  ~ r/2Cr'  
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Proof. First note that r '=  Is o r 'o  Is. Unlike for 2* we find that 2' :=Is o 2* is func- 
tional. We express restriction IS by composition with ls twice. 
rCr ' .  2 ¢* r C_ (2") -1 o r 'o2  * 
¢* (monotonicity) 2* or o(2") - l  C_ 2* 0(2*) -1 or '  02* o(2") - l  
¢=>(idem) 2"oro(2" )  l [SG2*o(2* ) -1or 'o2*o(2* )  -1 IS  
¢*r /XC_Iso2*o(2*)  - '  o l sor 'o l so2  * 0(2*)- '  ols 
z,=~r/)~C~lo(21) -  or'  o2 'o (2 ' )  -1 
<=# (Remark 3.1 ) r/2 C_ Is o r I o Is 
r/2 C_ r I [] 
In view of Remark 12.6 and the observation made in the proof of Lemma 9.14 that 
2' :=Is o 2* is functional, we get a standard way of transforming the proofs of (A1)-  
(A3), (S1)-($7) and (D1)-(D6) for ~'s into proof of the corresponding laws for 2's. 
9.3. Interpretation of  repeated and relative lifting 
In [17] its is shown that the following proposal for repeated and relative lift- 
ing makes (QI), (I1)-(I6), (II1)-(II3) hold, next to a weaker version of Q2, viz., 
I r/((q[p) o p) l= I r/q ]. We use an obvious notation for domain-restriction, viz., r rdom 
Z=ro lz .  
• [poq l=Ip]@Iq  ~ 
• ~q J P] = ~q~ Idom ~X/p] 
• Iix~/l]:x~--~x 
• IiX/q,(X/p)/(q[p)l : X ~-+ X 
• ~iX/(q" o p),(X/p)/q"] :X w--~X 
9.4. Relation with other models 
We formally link the present model to that of Section 8. This shows that the present 
'partitions' have a more refined structure than those of Section 8. It also shows that for 
matters of lifting, we did not go beyond Section 8, which is in fact the conventional 
lifting of Section 7. So we can re-use results about lifting from Sections 7 and 8, 
next to Section 12 (also lifting the same as in Section 7 up to a homomorphism). An 
example of such re-use is already in Lemma 9.14. 
Definition 9.15. We define ~,  mapping 'local-of' relations to constrained equiva- 
lences: 
~(2)=ker(2* Iran (},.SU)) 
where the kernel of a fimction is defined as usual, ker(O)= 4 -1o  ~9 for a function ~b. 
In other words: two elements belong to the same equivalence class of ~(2)  if 2 places 
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Fig. 16. Mapp ing  ' loca l -o f '  trees to constra ined equivalences.  
them in the same subtree (considering those subtrees whose roots are in the 'sub-top' 
2.su). For each 2, ~ defines a mapping h:2 .su  ~ X/ J r (2)  by h :x ~ [x]~(;.). 
For example, if we reduce all 13 'local-of' relations appearing in Fig. 13, we find 
a set of  8 equivalences, which is the set of  all constrained equivalences on {a, b, c, d} 
which respect the given uses relation {(a ,b ) , (b ,c ) , (b ,d )} .  This is demonstrated in
Fig. 16, where the element r plays the role of  the super-user su. 
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Fig. 17. Homomorphism from 'local-of' relation to constrained quivalence. 
The mapping h is homomorphic in the following sense: let S:=;~.su (the sub- 
top), then 2* rran S commutes with 'E' via h. In other words, for x E S, and y2*x, 
that is, y is directly or indirectly 'local-of' x, we find that y is in the equivalence 
class of x under the new equivalence relation ~ut~(2). This is demonstrated in Fig. 17, 
which shows elements a, b, c, for example taken from the top-most 'local-of' relation of 
Fig. 16. 
Lemma 9.16. I f  )~ is fit for  R, then g4'~(2) is a localisation which respects R (in the 
sense of  Definition 8.4). 
Proof. Let 0= ~(2) ;  then 0 must be an equivalence (easy by definition of ker and 
the fact that 2" rran (2.SU) is functional) and we must check that it respects R. So each 
equivalence class must have a root and we claim that this root is given as the unique 
sub-top member of the equivalence class. The demands of Definition 8.1 (definition of 
root) are immediate consequences of Definition 9.4. [] 
By now it is clear that lifting r/2 is nothing but lifting r/O, where 0= ~(2)  is 
obtained by collapsing the 'deep structure' of 2. Of course, r/2 is a relation on the 'sub- 
top' S = 2.su whereas rio is on equivalence classes. But this is not really a difference, 
by which we mean that there is a one-one mapping from these equivalences to the 
elements of S, viz., ~'-, assigning a unique root to each equivalence class. 
10. Quotient sets and universal lifting 
In this model the sorts are interpreted as in Section 7, except hat '/ '  is interpreted 
as /v. This could also be done for Sections 8 and 12, but there we only treat the /3 
versions. In our SW engineering experiences, /v is less important than/3. 
DeMorgan's duality principle makes the proof of certain laws immediate. The algebra 
of relations is self-dual: if we perform a simultaneous substitution i  an arbitrary true 
formula: 0 :=U,  U:=O, N:=U,  U:=N, o:=[~, [] :=o,  r :=r ,  r :=r ,  C_:= 2 and 
_~ := c_, we get a true formula again. This duality extends to lifting by the substitutions 
/3 0 :=/v 0 and /v0 :=/3 0. This follows from the definitions of/3 0 and /v0. Now we 
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interpret relations and partitions. Let X be non-empty as in Section 7.1, 
• IRel[X]l := ~(X  × X)  
• IOx]:= 0 
• [Ixl:=Ix 
• Ic~l := the ith relation on X 
• etc. (as in Section 7.1) 
All laws are standard in the theory of relations and thus (R1) to (R12) hold. Similarly, 
the interpretation of partitions is as in Section 7.1. Lifting and lowering are done as 
follows: Let p : Par[X], 
• IX/pl :=X/Ipl 
• ~r./p I := r/r ip 1 
• ~R*p l :=R*~p~ 
(A1) is proven in Lemma 4.5, (A2) follows from Lemma 4.6 (second •), and (A3) 
follows from Lemma 4.8. For the truth of (S1)-($7), see Section 7.2. 
Now we must interpret PPA. Although '/' is interpreted by /~, '1' is interpreted by 
/3, as before. Let p, q : Par[X], q~ : Par[X/p], 
• Iq[P] := Iq]/3~P~ 
• Iq' o Pl := 1q'~ * ~P~ 
• ~ix~.'t~ ---- the isomorphic i :~X 1 --~ IX/II 
• Iix:q,lX/.p)/(qlp)] = the isomorphic i : IX~q] -~ [ (X/p) / (q lp)  ~ 
• [ix/iq,, o p),(X.'p)/q,,~ = the isomorphic i : ~X/(q" o p)] ---, [(X/p)/q" 1 
The j... functions must be interpreted as the inverses of the corresponding i... functions. 
We should verify that all laws of PPA hold in this model: (Q1) is Lemma 4.11, (Q2) 
is Lemma 4.12. Laws (I1), (I2) and (II1) follow from the fact that r/vlx ~-r (proof 
analogous to Lemma 4.13). Laws (I3), (I4) and (II2) follow from the fact that 0 C_ 
fly ~ ~- (r/~O)/~(q/30) (proof analogous to Lemma 4.14). Finally, (I5), (I6) and (II3) 
follow from the remark following Lemma 4.10. 
We should also remark that next to/3 and/~ there are several more such operators, 
for example r/3~vO := {(Cl,C2)I ~tx C cl .Vy E c2 .xry}. Along these lines we get r/~,3~O, 
r/3,~O and r/v,30, defined in the obvious way. Without proof we state that they all 
satisfy (A1)-(A3) and (D1)-(D6). It is easy to check that they are pairwise related 
via transposition: (r/3.,v O) -I = (r - I ) /3,~0 and (r/vx3,0) -1 = (r -1 )/~,3 0. They are also 
pairwise related via duality: r/3.,~,O = U~,~,.O and r/3,.~ O =-i/~,3, O. 
11. Subsett ing 
Although the model of this section is not as sophisticated as quotient-set formation, 
it is used in practice by software architects to have at least some kind of overview 
of a set of design objects which is too large for being overviewed as a whole. An 
abstract partition p is interpreted as a subset lp] C_ X. Think of p as the subset o be 
suppressed (removed). We found that this model is difficult to explain, not because it 
is too complicated, but because it is so simple. 
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Fig. 18. Correspondence of subset model and special equivalence. 
Now 'lifting' has nothing to do with/3 but it is an obvious subsetting of the original 
'uses' relation r. The resulting relation is defined as r '  = {(x, y) C r Ix ~ Y, y ~ Y} where 
Y = IPl is the removal-set. 
Interpretation of relations and partitions is as follows: for a fixed set X, Rel[X] 
denotes the set of all relations on X. Formally, IRel[X]I := ~(X  x X). All operations 
and laws are standard (for details see Section 7.1 ). 
For the interpretation of partitions we put IPar[X]] := ~(X) .  The powerset lattice of 
X provides a lattice structure for the abstract partitions. I I ]=  0, [U] =X,  IPl @ p2] = 
[pllUIp21, and ~pl R p2]=Ipl]NIp2].  This makes (P1) - (P12)  hold. 
For lifting and lowering, [X/pl:=X\IpD. So a relation r is on 'X/p'  whenever 
r C_ (X\Upl) x (X\ Ip l ) .  Lifting becomes removal, Ir/pl = r N (X\ Ip])  x (X\ Ipl) .  Low- 
ering does nothing, Ir*p] = r. This makes (A1) - (A3) ,  (S1) - ($7)  and (D1) - (D6)  hold. 
Relative partitions work as follows: if p _E q, that is if IP] _c lq], then [qlp] = Iql\IPl. 
We have combined partitions too, Iq o Pl = [P] U IqD. Q1 holds because p C_ p U q'. Q2 
holds because (q \p )  U p = q. The conversion functions can be interpreted by the iden- 
tity map, i.e. define Iix, x.,l I : x ~-~ x and similarly for IiX,.q, (X,'p)/(qlp)l and ~ix,,'(q" op), (X/p)/q" ]. 
The j... functions are identity maps too. Trivially ( I1 ) - ( I6 )  hold. (II1), (II2) and (II3) 
hold (see [17]). 
We end this section with a concluding remark which shows an embedding of this 
model in our main model of Section 7. In particular, this model can be homomorphi- 
cally mapped into real partitions (but not using all partitions). 
We let J (  map each Y E ~(X)  to a partition 0 of the set X U {i} where all classes 
except [i]o are singletons. The set X U {i} is obtained by adding a special inactive 
element i to X. This element is inactive in the sense that it does not occur in any 
relation: i ~dom(r )  and i ~ran(r) .  Define J ( :  Y H {{x} Ix ~ Y} U {{i} U Y}. Now we 
can interpret r ip as r/vdg(Ip] ) and we interpret @ and 7q as in Section 5. The 
correspondence is illustrated in Fig. 18, which shows that an element x belongs to the 
equivalence class of i iff x E Y, where Y = ~p] is the removal set. 
12. 'Part-of' definition 
A 'part-of' relation is a generalisation of the natural map nat(O):x~-~[x]o which 
exists for every partition. We shall define a 'part-of' relation as a functional relation 
~b satisfying certain constraints. From a practical point of view, 'part-of' relations are 
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C(~wes~?o~d ° b~O~ee c~~•~fe) l  
Fig. 19. Example of a 'part-of' relation. 
west h {a,d} 
• • 
a = a 
Fig. 20. Homomorphism from 'part-of' relation to quotient-sets model. 
attractive because they can be stored in tabular form. The concept of 'part-of' relation 
is easily generalised so that it can cover many levels of hierarchy at the same time 
(the generalisations however are not in the paper but in [17]). 
We give an introductory example, see Fig. 19. This figure shows a relation on a 
set of nine elements (components) uch that the domain of the relation equals a set X 
= {a, b, c, d, e, f}  of six elements. Let us put C = {a, b, c, d, e, f ,  west, mid, east}. Then 
X c_ C and we say that the functional relation ~ C_ C x C shown is a 'part-of' relation 
over X. We demand that ~9 is functional, that dom0p) =X and ran(~) C_ C\X, as is the 
case in this example indeed. Each ~ gives rise to an equivalence on X with the intuition 
of 'being mapped to the same component'. So a and d are equivalent because both are 
mapped to west, b and e are equivalent because both are mapped to mid and c and 
f are equivalent because both are mapped to east. This equivalence r lation is {(a, a), 
(b,b), (c,e), (d,d), (e,e), ( f , f ) ,  (a,d), (b,e), (e,f), (d,a), (e,b), (/,c)}. It is called 
the kernel of ~k, notation ker(~) and in general it can be found by ker0p) = ~b -I o ~9. 
This equivalence at its turn yields a partition of X, viz. {{a,d}, {b,e}, {c,d}}. 
There is a homomorphism h from ran(if) to X/ker(~) defined by h : ~(x) ~ [x]ker(,pl. 
It is homomorphic n the sense that ~b commutes with 'E' via h, see Fig. 20. 
For practical purposes, using user-defined names is very convenient. It does not 
offer new properties because in principle the homomorphism defines all the properties 
of lifting, lowering, etc. Yet it is rewarding iven direct definitions of some operations 
of RPA and PPA because they are very elegant. 
There is one point concerning 'part-of' relations which is disturbing: different naming 
schemes may give rise to the same partition. Using the sets of equivalent objects to 
play the r61e of names (e.g. {a,d}) yields unique names; but in practice no one would 
accept the name of a software module to be the set of the names of all functions 
appearing inside the module. This point will turn out to be a cause of trouble when 
trying to interpret ® and ~ of PAR. 
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Definition 12.1. Consider a set C of so-called components and a set X c_ C. A 'part- 
of' relation ff over X is a functional relation ~b C_ C × C such that 
• dom(~) =X,  
• ran(~) C_ C\X .  
We postpone the definitions of ® and V] and address the interpretation f RPA and 
PPA first. There is a nice, purely algebraic, characterisation f lifting. For given C and 
X such that X C_ C, our model is as follows: 
• IPar[X]l := {~k C_X × C[ ~k is a 'part-of' relation over X} 
• [Rel[X]] is the set of all relations on X 
• [X/p]=ran(Ip~) 
• [ r /p ]  = ~p] o r o [p~- l  
• [ r .p~=[p]  -1 oro[p]  
We analyse the correspondence b tween the ~ approach and the 0 approach in the 
lemmas below. We write ~0 for nat(P), so ~0 :x ~ [x]o. 
Lemma 12.2. Let OC_X ×X be an equivalence and let rC_X ×X.  Then 
r /O= q~o o r o ( qJo) - !  
Proof. Using the definitions of /3,  nat, -1 and o we find r/O= {(C I ,C2) [S tXEC l  • 
3y ~_ c2 .xry} = {(cl, c2 ) [ :~x, y.  [x]o = ca A [Y]o = c2 Axry} = {(cl, c2) [ 3x, y. ~O(X) = Cl A 
~o(y)=c2 Axry}  = {(Cl,C2)13x, y .C l (~O) - IxAxry  A y~bOC2} = ~Ooro(~kO) - I .  [] 
Lemma 12.3. Let 0 C_X × X be an equivalence and let R C_ (X/P) × (X/P). Then 
R * O=(~o) - l  oR o~ko 
Proof. Using the definitions o f . ,  nat, -1 and o, we find R .  8= {(x,y)  l[x]oR[y]o} = 
{(x ,y)  l@o(x)R@o(y)} = {(x,y)[3c~,c2.  x~oClRC2(@o)-ly} = (~0) -l  oRo ~0. [] 
Remark 12.4. Using the algebraic characterisation f / and • we are able to give 
an algebraic proof of Lemma 4.6 (first .). The proof works as a ping-pong argu- 
ment, that is, we prove ~ first and after that prove ~.  The forward proof goes 
as follows: (r/3~)C_R ¢* (Lemma 12.2) (fforo~k-l)C_R ¢:~ (monotonicity of o) 
(~- lo~oro~- Io~)C_(~- loRo~)  ~=~ (Lemma 12.3) (~- lo~oro~- lo~)C_  
(R * ~,) ~ (Lemma 3.1 ) (I o r o I)  C_ (R* ~) ~ (I is neutral for o ) r C (R * @). r C (R* 
~) ¢* (Lemma 12.3) rC_(~ -1 oRo ~b) ¢~ (monotonicity of o) (~k or o 4J-l) C_ (~ko 4J -~ 
oRo ~o~b -l ) ¢:~ (Lemma 12.2) (r/~k)C (~k o ~k -1 oRo~ko ~-1)=~ (Lemma 3.1) (r/~k) 
C_( IoRo I )  ¢e~ (I is neutral for o) (r/3~k)C_R , which concludes the proof. [] 
Lemma 12.5. Let R C_ ran(~,) × ran(~), then 
(R • 0 ) /0  =R 
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Proofi We need that ff o qj-i =Iran(qJ) which is easily shown: for each y Eran(~,) there 
exists an x such that q J (x )=y whence y~- lx~y and thus (y ,y )C f fo~b i. Now 
we can prove the proposition in a calculational style: (R ,  ~) /~=(~k - I  oRo~) /~ 
=0o(~ I oRoO)oO- I  =( t )oO- l )oRo(0oO- l )= Iran(o)oRolran(,k)=R. [] 
(A1) is Lemma 12.5. More generally, Lemmas 12.2 and 12.3 establish a correspon- 
dence between this model and the model of Section 7. In view of this correspondence 
we conclude that (A1) - (A3) ,  (S1) - ($7)  and (D1) - (D6)  hold. 
Remark 12.6. For usage at another place in this paper, we note that all these laws 
(A1) - (A3) ,  (S1) - ($7)  and (D1) - (D6)  hold also if we drop all restrictions on ~, ex- 
cept for the fact that ~b is functional. E.g. in Lemma 12.5, we only used functionality 
of 0. 
Without proof we state that (EDla),  (EDlb)  and (ED2)- (ED7)  hold for this inter- 
pretation. 
Relative lifting is a problem: in proper lattices the two definitions p F q :¢~ p 77 q = p 
and p F q :¢~ p ® q = q are equivalent. But since some of the P laws do not hold, we 
face several options for defining F. We prefer not to interpret _ here. Of  course, 
we could say that X/~ := the unique function mapping qJ(x) to g(x), but the pre- 
condition ~9 U_ Z is not defined. Therefore, we do not interpret ']' and consider (Q1), 
(Q2), (I3), 04)  and (II2) not applicable. Repeated lifting is no problem - it is even 
very elegant: 
• Iq' o p] = ~q'] o IP] (functional composition) 
• ~ixcv,,i] = Ill 
• Iix,,(q" o p),(X/'p)/q"] :X F-+X 
(I1), (I2) and (II1) are easy. Since Iix/(q,,op).(x/p)/q.l is true equality, (I5) and (I6) 
hold. The idea of Lemma 4.10 works mutatis mutandis for 'part-of' relations, as is 
shown in Lemma 12.7 below, which tells that law (II3) holds. 
Lemma 12.7. Let ~9 be a 'part-of' relation with domain X and let g be a 'part-of' 
relation whose domain equals the range of  t~. I f  r c_ X x 2(, then 
( r /~) /z  = r/(z o qJ) 
Proof. Using the algebraic characterisation o f /  twice, associativity of o, distributiv- 
ity of o over - l  (swapping arguments of o ), and finally using the algebraic char- 
acterisation of / once more, we find (r/~b)/g = g o (r/O) o X-1 = Z o (~k o r o ~-1 ) o 7.-t 
=(Zo~b)oro(~- IoZ  - I )  = (Xo~b)oro(go~)  -1 = r/(zo~). [] 
Now we discuss ~l ® ~P2. I f  x cdom(~bl ), then ff/l(X) is the module name of x under 
~bl and ~k2(x) is the module name of x under ~'2. But what is its module name under 
qJl ®~k2? We could choose ~kl(x), or ~b2(x), or in fact any @~(y) or ~2(y) for y E 
[x]o~@o: where we abbreviate 01 :=ker(~q) and 02:=ker(~2).  We could even use 
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fresh module names, not occurring in ~Pl or in ~b2. Trying to define ~Pl m ~P2 gives 
similar problems, e.g. there may be up to Iran(~bl)l x I ran0P2)l blocks in the new 
partition, and so we have to create new module names. We know already how to find 
the blocks of the new partition, our only concern is how to name them. 
We have not found a solution meeting all requirements (after considerable ffort, 
see [17] where a solution is detailed for which laws (P1)-(P4), (P6) and (P9) hold). 
Solving the naming issues is an interesting activity of an engineering nature, but which 
is outside the scope of the present paper. Here we sketch only an example based on 
the 'solution' to choose the maximal module name of all candidate names, adopting 
some ordering of the set C. For 71 we resort to concatenation of module names. 
Example 12.8. Consider X = {a, b, c, d, e, f}  and let C be the set of strings over 'a ' . . 'z '  
ordered by the usual lexicographical ordering. We show two 'part-of' relations Ol and 
Oz in tabular form, followed by their @ and •. 
a west  a north a west  a northwest  
b mid  b north b west  b midnorth 
c east c east c east c easteast 
d west  d south d west  d southwest  
e mid  e south e west  e midsouth  
f east f east f east f easteast 
We explain the table for 01 @ ~b2 now. There are four candidate names for the block 
{a, b, d, e}, viz, west, mid, north and south and we use the (lexicographically) maximal 
name from these: west. For the block {c,f} we get max({east,east})= east. We explain 
the table for ~bl ~ ~b2 next. The two ways of concatenating west and north for the block 
{a} are westnorth and northwest; a is mapped to the minimal of these: northwest. 
Similarly {b} H min (midnorth,northmid), and so forth. D 
13. Conclusions 
The theory originated from software-architecture work in Philips. We built and used 
graph browsers and relational calculator tools, whose details however are not in the 
scope of the present paper. For practical aspects and experiences of our applications 
we refer to [13, 15, 16]. Also [21] shows 'lifting' in practice. 
Next, we survey our main results. The idea of lifting a relation was analysed and 
a number of useful propositions are proved rigorously. We addressed two abstraction 
mechanisms: if the set of design objects is too large for being surveyed, removing some 
of the objects while looking only at the remaining ones, or putting certain design objects 
together while looking at the newly formed 'modules'. The mechanism of removing 
objects is used in the models of 9 (local-of relations) and Section 11 (subsets). The 
mechanism of putting objects together appears in Sections 7-10, and in 12. 
Factoring out commonalities, as in Process Algebra [5] and Module Algebra [4], was 
useful because there is no single best definition o f /  and ® (alternatives depending 
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on the nature and engineering of the design objects). The axiomatic approach helped 
us to get well-typed equations and to have a systematic study of models. 
Finally, we list a number of findings which, in our view, are quite remarkable. 
• Amongst the algebraic definitions and laws we found some of great elegance. For 
example, the Galois connection (ricO)C_ R ¢e~ r C_ (R * 0), the definition of lifting 
and lowering on part-of relations: rAk = ~ o r o ~-~ and r,~9 = ~- I  o r o ~, and the 
combination of local-of trees: 21 ® 22 = (21 U 22)-. 
• We could generalise the lattice-theoretic q3 and V1, known on equivalences, to con- 
strained equivalences and local-of relations. These domains are closed under the 
operations and the lattice-theoretic properties hold for them too. 
• It seems that one cannot get true equalities in all laws by choosing amongst O's and 
~'s  as presented in Sections 7 and 12, respectively: if we solve one problem we get 
another problem in return. Using O's the P laws of PAR hold for = but the II laws 
of PPA only hold for ~-. Conversely, using ~b's some of the P laws of PAR only 
hold for --- but the II laws of PPA hold for = .  
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